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ABSTRACT

Practicum Students ' Beliefs About Developmenta lly Appropriate Practice
for Infants and Todd lers

by

Kaelin M. Olsen, Master of Science
Utah State Un iversity, 2004

Major Professo r: Dr. Shelley L. K. Lindauer
Depat1ment : Fam ily, Consumer, and Human Development

This study exam ined practicum students ' be liefs and experiences abo ut
deve lopmentally appropriate practice (DAP) prior to a practicum experience and
fo llowing it. Another goal was to examine differences between the practicum students'
majors and their pre- and posttest DAP beliefs and experiences scores. Finally, this
investigation sought to determine the differences between practicum students' DAP
be li efs and experiences and the amount of time they spent in a practicum setting.
A total of95 students completing a practicum in the Adele and Dale Young
Chil d Development Laboratory in the infant (Group I ) or the 2-year-o ld classroom
(Group 2) participated in the study. The students completed the Teacher Beliefs and

Praclices Survey: Infan/s and Toddlers, as well as the Teacher Beliefs and Praclices
Survey: Jnfanls if they were in Group I, or the Teacher Beliefs and Praclices Survey:
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Toddlers , if they worked with Group 2. The questionnaire consisted of two sections.
The items on the first part were designed to assess the practicum students' beliefs
about DAP. The second part of the questionnaire measured practicum students'
experiences and activities in the infant or toddler classroom.
Findings from the infant s and toddlers measure indicate that the practicum
students did show a statistically significant increase from pretest to posttest in their
DAP beliefs, and a statistically significant decrease in DAP experiences. Thi s might
suggest that the students were able to understand the theories and phi losophies of
DAP; however, interpreting the guidelines ofDAP into classroom practice in the short
time assoc iated with the practicum was a difficult task.
Results also showed a statistically significant difference between practicum
students of different majors and their DAP beliefs and experiences prior to the
practicum experience as compared to after. Practicum students with majors in fam ily,
consumer, and human development with an emphasis in human development showed
the greatest increases in their DAP beliefs over time. Students majoring the early
childhood education and related majors showed a stati stically significant increase in their
DAP experi ences between pre- and posttest.
Finally, analyses to determine the relationship between practicum students'
DAP beliefs and experiences and the amount of time they spent in a practicum setting
showed that Group I (infants) had a statistically significant increase in DAP belief
scores, even though they spent less time in the practicum setting. Group II (toddlers),
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who spent a longer time in the practicum selling, had a statistically significant increase
in DAP experience scores.
Implications of these fi ndin gs for teacher educators and students are presented.
Recommendations for future research are also included.
( 114 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Developmentally appropriate practice (DAP) has grown from an idea to a
central phi losophical foundation in the early childhood education field. The DAP
document is a position statement, publi shed by the National Association for the
Ed ucation of Young Children (NAEYC), which sets forth guideli nes indicating current
understanding of child development (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). These guidelines
serve as an educational framework that teachers use as they create environments to
support each child's development. DAP emphasizes the growth of the whole child
(physical , social, emotional , and cogn itive), while considering the influences of gender,
cu lture, abi lity, and learning sty les (Hart, Burts, & Charleswort h, 1997). DAP also
accentuates the importance of teachers· decisions upon a child's growth and
development. Teachers using DAP as a framewo rk make decisions in their classrooms
usi ng their knowledge of child development, knowledge of specific individual children,
and understanding of the cultural context in which the child lives (Bredekamp &
Copple).
Implication s of DAP have created a driving force for best practices in the
classroom. These guidelines include planning natural curriculum stemming from
observations of the children, acti ve involvement with materials that are concrete and
real, and adjusted difficulty and challenge as the children progress in their understanding
(Krogh, 1997). The ideas brought forth from DAP enable children "to make sense of
what they are learning and to con nect their experiences in ways that lead to rich
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conceptual development" (Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1995, p. 29). Through
observation, a teacher can discover ways to facilitate and guide the ch ild 's optimal
learning environment.
Teachers in DAP classrooms integrate different areas of knowledge (Bredekamp
& Copple, 1997). Teachers must have a working knowledge of ch ild development, and
be able to use this understanding to create a community of learners in the classroom.
Teaching must enhance a child ' s development, facilitated by appropriate curriculum
that is personally meaningful and integrated with ongoing assessment. Teachers
practicing DAP establi sh relationships with parents, creating a family-centered
approach to learning, showing respect fo r the cu lture where the chil d is developing. In
thi s context, specia lized training is an important factor to enable teachers to implement
DAP (Bredekamp, 1987).
Research has found that experience as a mother or a teacher is a poor ind icator of
teaching quality (Howes, Whitebook, & Phillips, 1992). Moreover, a common
misconception is that teachers of in fants and toddlers do not need training, and are, in
effect, babysitting (Balaban, 1992). Indeed there are certain characte ristics and
attributes that are necessary for teachers of in fan ts and toddl ers (Honi g, 1983). Most
chi ld care professionals and scholars agree that infant and todd ler teachers must have a
knowledge of DAP to provide effective, quality ed ucation for these young chi ldren
(Balaban; Cataldo, 1982; Honig; Stewart, 1982). Howes ( 1983) studied the
educational level of teachers compared to the interactions teachers had w ith child ren and
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found that teachers with form al education were the most effecti ve by bei ng more
interactive, he lpful , playful , and affectionate.
The demand for quali fied professiona ls with a formal education and
understand ing of DAP far exceeds the suppl y (Morgan et a l. , 1993). Many early
chi ldhood professiona ls are not required to have spec ialized educational training, and
few have any incentives to invest in professional training. Thi s Jack of suffic ient
training leads many early childhood educators to be unaware of DAP or its importance
(Haupt & Ostlund, 1997). However, teachers are a critical factor in the experience a
chil d has in an early childhood education setting (Howes et al., 1992). Teachers mediate
the environment for in fants and toddlers by introducing new ideas and material s, and
encouragi ng and helping the young child to explore their world. As a classroom teacher
generates the curriculum and prepares the environment, the interests and abilities of the
chi ldren inspire DAP curri cul a (McMull en, 1999). Materia ls and equipment can create
a better learning environment, but the decisive factor in meeting the needs of the child is
the teacher (Snider & Fu, 1990).
Training preservi ce teachers and helping them gain a working knowledge ofDA P
becomes an important factor in raising the quality of early childhood education
programs (McMullen, 1999). Knowledge of ch ild development helps teachers to
provide an environment of appropriate ex pectations (Hart et al. , 1997). Support and
respect for children 's learni ng is facilitated by an understanding ofDAP (Bredekamp &
Copple, 1997). As studen t teac hers acq uire the knowledge and skill s to implement
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DAP, c lassrooms become more appropriate places for child ren to Jearn (Hart et al.,
1997).
T he purpose of thi s study was to Jearn more about practi cum students' beliefs
and experi ences regarding developmenta lly appropri ate practice (DAP) in Infant and
Todd ler classrooms. The study examined the association between practicum
students· beliefs and experiences with DAP prior to a practicum experience as
compared to af1er. Secondly, the differences between the practicum students' majors
and their pre- and posttest DAP beliefs and experiences were examined. Lastly, the
differences between practicum students' DAP beliefs and experiences and the amount
of time they spent in their practicum experiences was exp lored.

5
CHA PTER ll
LITERATURE REVIEW

The fo ll owing literature review wi ll explore elements of deve lopmentall y
appropriate practice. To clearly understand the different aspects of preparing teachers
of young children. theoretical frameworks of DAP will be evaluated, and then the
guidelines and fundament als ofDAP wi ll be reviewed.

ext, components ofDAP

specifically applied to infant and toddler development will be discussed. Finally, the
dynam ics of professional development of teachers wi ll be examined.

Theoretica l Frameworks of Developmenta ll y Appropriate Pract ice

Developmentally appropriate practice is based on knowledge of how chi ldren
develop and learn (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). The underlying princip les of child
development that guide DAP are established from cuJTent understanding of chi ld
development, as well as perspectives from three major theoretician s: Piaget, Yygotsky,
and Bro nfenbrenner.
One key component of DAP is that ch ildren are acti ve learners, and that they
learn by doing (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Gronlund, 1995). An important
impl icati on of Piaget's theory is that chi ldren take an active part in constructing their
knowledge - that they learn by doing (Si nger & Revenson, 1997; Wadsworth, 1979).
Young children can only gain understand ing when they move about the environment,
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manipulate objects, imitate actions. and interact with others (Singer & Revenson).
Piaget bel ieved that children develop along a continuum with equilibrium at one
extreme and disequilibrium at the other (Wadsworth, 1979). Children are continually
expand ing and modifying their cognitive framewo rks (Si nger & Revenson, 1997), using
imitation and play (Bergen, Reid, & Torelli, 2001 ). Children learn new ski lls through
imitation as they pattern their behaviors from observing adults and peers. When in fants
and toddlers gain new abilities by mimicking others, this is accommodation. Once the
new skill is mastered, children add to the knowledge base through assimi lation by
experimenting with variations on the action. Children gain a better perspective of their
environment as they learn simple concepts. Moreover, through assi mil ation and
accommodation, they can understand more complex ideas (Bredekamp & Copple,
1997).
DAP teachers understand that children learn and grow in a predictable,
sequential order (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). Piaget explained that, because of
developmental changes, chi ldren modify the ways they think and process information.
This theory provides a framework for DAP teachers to prepare a learning environment
that encourages appropriate and realistic objectives for chi ldren. Curriculum content in
DAP classrooms builds on previous knowledge bases of the children, with
opportunities for them to make meaningful connections, through hands-on activities.
In DAP classrooms, play is valued as the opportunity for children to explore
their world (Bredekamp & Copple, I 997). Play is important for cognitive, emotional,
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and social growth and play allows children to experiment w ith the world. Child ren
master new skil ls and practice roles for social development through play (Gronlund,
1995).
Suppottive and ge ntl e guida nce fro m adults and peers in play sets up a scaffo ld
fo r children to learn (Berk, 1994). Vygotsky explains that scaffold ing provides children
with sup port as a new task is learned, slowly decreasing the amount of support until
the chi ld can complete a task a lone (Bodrova & Leong, 1996). With scaffo lding, the
task the child is perfom1ing is not reduced or made easier; the amo unt of assistance from
adults is varied to meet the level the child can manage. The full responsibility of the
task is slowly turned over to the chil d.
When children move beyond their developmental capabiliti es, they are operating
in their zone of proximal deve lopment. Ad ults and other peers can he lp a child
understand something that is j ust above hi s comprehension (Bodrova & Leong, 1996).
The zone of proximal deve lo pment is exp lained by Cole (1990) as a constructio n zo ne.
There is a struggle as the child sea rches to understand the information given by the
teacher. The teacher, meanw hile, is try ing to understand the child 's thinking and
learning processes. Through language and dialogue, knowledge can be co-constructed by
the ch ild and teacher within the zone of proximal development.
DAP integrates Vygotsky ' s perspecti ve on scaffo lding and the zone of prox imal
development. This is ill ustrated by the development that occurs when children have the
o ppo rtuniti es to practice new sk ill s, and Jearn just beyond their understanding with
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adu lt assistance (B redekamp & Copple, I 997). Teachers watch children closely to
match curriculum with their need s, and therefore avo id high fru stration levels.
Development then fo llows an upward curve toward more complex and internalized
tasks.
The Vygotskian concepts of scaffolding and the zone of proximal development
have one common thread : the play of children is social in nature (Berk, I 994). Another
basic premi se ofVygotsky' s theory is cooperative learning. When children have
opportuni ti es to play with adults and other peers in small groups, learn ing is enhanced
through language, communication, and the sharing of ideas. As children play together,
they negotiate, compensate, and regulate their behavior, growing in social maturity.
When the learning envirorunent encourages cooperative learning, a caring conmlUnity of
learners is created (Bredekamp & Copple, I 997). DAP classrooms become
communities of learning as each chi ld partic ipates and has opportunities to contribute to
acti vities, and learns to respect the contributions of his or her peers. As DAP teachers
establi sh positive relationships within the classroom community, ch ildren learn respect
and value for se lf and others.
Social and cultural contexts of the child are important components ofDAP
(Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). Social and cultural structures are imperative to cognitive
development, in fact , defining how children interpret their envirorunent and ga in
knowledge. Bronfenbrenner ( I 979) exp lai ns that a child 's development is affected by
the context of the family, educational setting, community, and society. Each context
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that the child comes in contact with influe nces their development.
BronfenbrerUler examined rdationships and their interactions through nested
systems that influence the environment and indi viduals (Frost, Shin, & Jacobs, 1998).
Us ing thi s approach in DAP, materials, eq uipment, and their availability will affect
children 's interpretation of knowledge and development. Moreover, physical spaces
and the arrangement of the material s can either facilitate or discourage development of
children and their peer interactions.
Bronfenbrenner' s view of human development is interactive . A system of
relationships is defined on multiple levels that join with the child ' s biological traits and
abilities to mold development (Klein & White, 1996). The innermost level is the
microsystem which refers to the chjld and his or her relation ships. This system
immediately impacts the child and includes bidirectional relationships within the family ,
home, preschool, caregivers, and peers. The mesosystem explains the relationship
between two or more microsystem s, fo r example home and preschool , that impact child
development. The exosystem does not include the ch ild, but explains relationships that
indirectly influence the ch ild or the child ' s inunediate settings in the the microsystem .
Parents' friends or workplaces, school boards, and health and welfare serv ices in the
community are part of the exosystem. A child 's belief system that has been passed
down from generation to generation, including ethical and religious culture, is
encompassed by the outermost layer called the macrosystem. Bronfenbrenner
incorporates time and its effects on development with the chronosystem. Happenings
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and ex periences and the timing of li fe course events impact the trajectory of an
individual. The intertwining of child, family, and teacher will determine developmental
growth and understanding. Bron fe nbrenner's theory supports the noti on in DA P that
each cu lture will structure and interpret child development di ffe rently (Bredekamp &
Copple, 1997).
The relationships that teachers create in the classroom become the build ing
blocks of DAP (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). According to Bronfenbrenner's theory,
teachers have the task of establi shing a caring, supportive, and pos itive community for
children where they feel valued, respected, and secure. Teachers fac ilitate and build the
bridge fro m home to school by fostering relati onships with the children, their parents,
and fam ilies.

Recurrent Themes o f Develo pmentally Appropriate Practi ce

Curri cula inspired by DAP is chi ld-initi ated and child-centered, relating to the
individuals within the classroo m comm uni ty (McMullen, 1997). High quality programs
implementing DAP are fo und to have a high prevalence of play (Kontos & Dunn,
1993). Play as a medium for learning is a basic application of child development
theori es (Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992). Play allows chi ldren acti ve, hands-on
exploration rather than repetitive drill and practice to learn cognitive skill s (Ko ntos &
Dunn). Play is a child 's way of controlling the enviromnent, and of mastering her
skills. Children begin to understand cause and effect as they learn that their behavior

II

precipitates things happening or changing (Rogers & Sawyers, 1988). Kontos and
Dunn found that childcare classrooms were higher in quality when faci litated free play
was the curricu lum base. Classrooms hi gh in the use of free play were al so fou nd to be
more child-initi ated and staffed by teachers who provided more vari ety, set fewer
limits, and engaged in more elaborative interactions with the children. Furthermore,
Trawick-Smith ( 1998) has pointed out that play with adult intervention can enhance
development wi th regard to problem solving, creativity, language acquisiti on, and social
competence.
Along with pl ay-based curriculum, another key feature of DAP is nexibility
(Charl esworth, Hart, Burts, & DeWolf, 1993). DAP allows for fl ex ibili ty in the
structm·e and schedule of the day. Teachers are able to employ a variety of
opportunities for learn ing instead of conforming to a predetermined method. Flexibility
also allows leeway for children to explore concepts and material s to their desired depth .
Pliabl e DAP classrooms encourage a cycle of learning that progresses fro m awareness,
to exploration, to inquiry , to utili zation (B redekamp & Rosegrant, 1992). When DAP
teachers use both play-based curriculum and fl exibility the children are able to match
their skill and challenge level to their interest, and they are more likely to experience
success in their activities (Rogers & Sawyers, 1988).
Recurrent themes emerge in DAP classrooms. These themes or components are
the day-to-day experiences found within the envi ronment. They include a safe
environment, balance of experiences and activity level, interactions, communication,
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assessment. and a sense of community. Each of these themes will be discussed.
The environment should be safe and free of any physical dangers to a child
(Bergen, Reid , & Torell i, 200 I). Pol icies and procedures should be wrilten down and
fo ll owed to minimize the spread of con tagious di sease, and to protect the hea lth and
safety of the children within the classroom (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). When
potential hazards are reduced or removed, a child is free to move about the environment
without adu lt restriction. Bergen et al. ( 1988) prescribed a balance of "yes/yes/no" in
the environment, where there are many acti vities and materials that a child can
manipulate, and few activities and materia ls being prohibited. Free exploration of
surroundings encourage developing autonomy and self-regulation in young children.
A long wi th physical safety and comfo rt in the classroom, DAP teachers provide
physiologi cal security. Bredekamp and Copple ( 1997) defined phys iological sa fety as
feelings of relaxation and comfort. Children fee l content, ca lm, and relaxed, as they are
acti vely engaged in learning. In DAP environments, where cooperative learn ing is
encouraged, children are more li kely to succeed because they set their own learni ng pace.
Feelings of stress or competition are avoided as chi ldren work together to complete
tasks (Jambunathan, Burts, & Pierce, 1999).
Children in DAP classrooms have been fou nd to show fewer stress-related
behaviors (Burts, Hart, Charlesworth, & Kirk, 1993). Hart and colleagues ( 1998)
observed stress behaviors in preschoo l classrooms where the children ' s age ranged from
3.6 years to 5.2 years. They found a signifi cant interaction between classroom type
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(e.g. , developmentally appropri ate classrooms as com pared to developmentall y
inappropri ate classrooms) and stress behav iors in children. Deve lopmentall y
appropri ate classrooms were found to be less stressful environments for children,
because they were meeting the psychological needs of the children. DAP classrooms
were shown to have positi ve effects on acti vity participation , and reducing stress levels
of children regardless of their socioeconomic background or gender.
Early chi ldhood teachers support leam ing and growth by mainta ining a balance
of child-init iated and teacher-directed activities. A DAP program should allow for a
variety of learning methods, providing children with opportw1iti es to work as
individua ls, small groups, and large groups throughout the day. Activities sho uld
present children with a bal ance of acti ve and quiet, and indoor and outdoor learning.
DAP teachers interact frequent ly with children, extend ing and expanding their
play ( Kontos & Dunn, 1993). Teachers support ongoing play, and guide the social
development of children. Cognitive development occurs on a more complex plane, as
teachers, children, and peers work together in learning.
In such environments, teachers become facil itators of learning, encouraging a
variety of activities and interactions. Kostelnik (199 1) stated :
Developmentally appropriate programs are both vari ed and
co mprehensive. They enable children to engage in the kinds of
experiences they need at a given time. Such experiences will fa ll in
different places along the continuum, depending on the child and
w ill differ from time to time. (p. 2)
Teachers influence children' s learning by interacting and observing them, co nsidering
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long-tenn goals and maki ng moment-by-moment decisions creating a flexible interchange
of ideas. Opportunities abound for interaction between peers and adults, with
integration of curriculum areas (e.g., math, science, social studies) through activities that
are relevant and important to the child . Activities focu s on process, providing for
open-ended exploration, that encourages variation in experiences and imagination.
Social interaction and communication is essential for children to gain cogniti ve
abi lities, social competence, and self-esteem (Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992). Social
interaction requires cooperation and reciprocity for an exchange of ideas and
perspectives (Bredekan1p & Rosegrant). DAP curriculum reflects the need for
interaction between children, chi ldren and teachers, and teachers and parents.
Assessment in DAP classrooms is ongoing and used to build on a child ' s
strengths. It is not used to determine a chi ld 's weaknesses. Assessment is a vital tool
used by DAP teachers to learn the developmental needs of each individual child (Grace
& Shores, 1991 ). Skills and abilities of chi ldren can be assessed through observation,

helping teachers make deci sions about curriculum implemented in the cl assroom .
DAP teachers use continual assessment for tracking developmental growth and
skill progression. Assessment includes working close ly with parents and fami lies to
ensure optimal development for infants and toddlers (B redekan1p & Copple, 1997).
Information gained by observation or talking with parents is combined with the
teachers ' knowledge to make the best decisions for each individual child and classroom.
In DAP classrooms, children gain a sense of belonging that helps to establish a
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continuity between home and the ch ild care set1ing (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997).
Children are encouraged to work together to complete a task or activity. In DAP
classrooms teachers create an atmosphere of investi gation, allowing ch ildren to
interact with their peers (Jambunathan et al. , 1999). Jambunathan, Burts, and Pierce
found that the feeling of conununi ty which emerged in DAP classroo ms was related to
higher perceived peer acceptance among preschool children, whi ch in tum led to an
increased feeling of self-competence.
In 1997, Dutm and Kontos summarized a decade of research on DAP. They
found that DAP settings promote positive o utcomes for young children. Children
enrolled in DAP preschool and kindergarten classrooms were found to show fewer
stress behaviors throughout the school day as well as display ing lower levels of test
anx iety (Burts et al., 1993 ; Hyson, Hirsh-Pasek , & Rescorla, 1990). Ch ildren attending
DAP classes were al so observed to have more positi ve attitudes toward school,
implying that DAP is beneficial to children' s emotional well-being (Dunn & Kontos).
Furthermore, children in DA P classrooms have been found to show more creati vity and
divergent thinking in problem so lving. Ch ildren had better expressive and receptive
language skills, showed more confidence in their cognitive abilities, and over time have
been shown to have an academic benefit in reading, science, and mathematics from
developmentally appropriate practices.
In sw11mary, The National Association for the Education of Young Chi ldren
(NAEYC) position paper on developmentally appropriate practice (DAP) has become
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the most influential work currently guiding the field of early chjJdhood education
(Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992). The guidelines reflect the present knowledge of how
children learn and develop. Theoretical frameworks provide a perspective on age,
individual, and cultural appropriateness that teachers use to prepare learning
environments that encourage learrung, exploring, and growth. Moreover, early
childhood professionals who engage children in developmentally appropriate practices
focus on the child as the primary source of the curricu lum. A chj Jd ' s learning reflects
hi s abi lities and interests, whi le providing an appropri ate challenge level that
incorporates a balance of nondirective, mediating, and directive teaching approaches.
Simi larly, programs that apply DAP promote development and enhance the learning of
the chi ldren they serve. Chi ldren attend ing DAP classrooms showed fewer stressrelated behaviors, as compared to child ren attend ing developmentall y inappropriate
classrooms (Hart et al., 1998). In addition, child ren participating in DAP preschool
classes expressed more confidence in their cogniti ve ab ilities, and have been shown to
have an academic benefit into the early primary grades.

Developmentally Appropriate Practice for Infants and Todd lers

Curre nt research has shown that the first three years of life are crucial fo r brain
development (Shore, 1997). Chi ldren learn rapid ly during their first three years as
repeated experience strengthens connections between brain cell s. Bergen eta!. (200 I)
stated:
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As synaptic connection s expand during the toddler years,
" thinking in action'" dimensions of Jeaming can be easily observed.
Toddlers' early language gives many clues to how they organize
th inking and try to understand their experiences; that is, how they
"construct knowledge."' (p. 4)
Experiences build pathways of thinking in the brain.
The recurrent themes of DAP take on special importance with infants and
toddlers. Relationships and interactions, daily schedules, materials, and time for
exp loration become the curriculum for infants and toddlers. Building relationships of
trust where a child feels safe and secure is espec ially crucial during these early years.
Longitudinal studies have found that chi ldren who have interactions with an adult who
is responsive, loving, and provides rich language experiences, are more competent at age
three (Hon ig & Lally, 1988). Furthermore, Whitebook, Howes, Phillips, and Pemberton
(1989) found that teachers with knowledge ofDAP are more likely to support and
encourage language development in young children.
Interactions and relati onships are the basis infants and toddlers use to learn
about the world. Young cl1ildren are intrinsically motivated to Jearn and they actively
engage adu lts to help them learn about their environment and social relationships
(Gopnik, Meltzoff, & Kuhl, 1999). The re lationship between the teacher and infant or
toddler helps the chi ld learn who they are, and what their relationships are within the
environment (Curtis & Carter, 1996). Caregivers and teachers enhance the well-bei ng
and self-concept of each child as they respond to cues from the infant or toddler. Curtis
and Ca11er sum up the importance of caregivers with the following:
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In fant and toddler caregivers are involved wi th one of the most
amazing and rapid ly developing times of the human experience.
It is a time when children are most acutely learning who they are,
from adults and from their interactions and responses to them.
Infant and todd ler caregivers have a remarkable impact on
this process. (p. I 08)
Daily routines become the framework for building curriculum (Bredekamp &
Copple, 1997). Consistent, warm , responsive, care provides young children with a
sense of safety and security. These types of interactions provide in fan ts and toddlers
with the knowledge that their needs will be met. Diapering, dressing, and feedin g are
situations that encourage one-on-one interactions, and are important times when
teachers he lp young children learn more about their envirorunent.
In DAP classrooms, interesting manipulatives and material s are avai lable to
spark infants' and toddlers' curiosity (Bredekamp & Coppl e, 1997). Space and room
arrangement allow the children to move free ly and independently, and encourage
autonomy (Lowman & Ruhmann, 1998). Open-ended material s are available to
support ex plorati on through the senses, includ ing water, sand, painting, and clay
(Bredekamp & Copple).
Infants and toddlers in DAP settings are all owed flexible time schedules that
follow a predictable order through the day (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). DA P
teachers all ow children time to explore materials and practice new skill s over and over
(C urti s & Carter, 1996). Providing the time to use materia ls is as important as the
materials tha t are provided to the children. It takes time for children to learn a skill and
practice it until they feel confident. Chri stie and Ward le (1992) found that when
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children have longer periods of time to play, they tend to engage in higher forms of
social and cognitive play. Time a llows children to settl e into cooperati ve play that
evolves through negotiation and di scussions (Christie & Wardle).
To summarize, infants and toddlers have different age appropriate needs than do
older preschool children. In the early years of life, brain development is occurring
rapidly, and the environment plays an important part in development. When teachers
practice OAP, in a high quality classroom, it supports and enhances developmental
growth in the infant and toddler years. Similarly, it is important for teachers in
developmentally appropriate classrooms to understand they create the daily curricu lum
through interactions and relati onships with these young children. Early chi ldhood
professional s should also provide interesting materials and experiences for infants and
toddlers, along with adequate time for exploration.

Professional Development of Teachers

Translating the DAP guidelines into ed ucational practice can be a frustrating and
daunting task because there is no one model of teaching that works with all children
(Kostelnik, 1991). DAP is a dynamic process, with everchanging variables, causing
teachers to continually examine the effectiveness of their teaching. The complexity of
the requirements to meet DAP standards prompt teachers to look for the best answers
instead of one right answer for teaching children.
The National Association of Education for the Young Child recommended
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guide!ines for professional preparation ( 1985, 1994) advocate that program s should
provide: theoretical knowledge of chi ld growth and development, early childhood
professional courses, curriculum pl ann ing and implementation, methods for guiding
behaviors, knowledge about developmental diversity, parent-teacher relations, and
public policy issues, as well as supervised practical experience working with young
children. Early childhood preservi ce teachers need to have a broad base of theoretical
and practical knowledge, and the opportunity to implement it (Snider & Fu, 1990).
Teachers acquire knowledge of child development from informal and formal
education, interactions with parents and children, and working directly with other more
experienced child care professional s (Balaban, 1992). lnfonnal education about child
development includes workshops and conferences, staff development meetings, and
access to media such as film , magazi nes. and books. Formal education of chi ld
development comes through a uni versity, college, or the Chi ld Development Associate
Program (CDA). Interactions with paren ts and the child helps teachers learn about the
individual and cultural background of each child. Working with other teachers that have
more experience helps teachers to know more about child development, and how to
apply the knowledge in the classroom when work ing with the children.
Recent ly Early and Winton (200 1) compared early childhood programs and
found that on ly 39.8% of bachelor progran1s and 59% of associate programs require an
entire course or more devoted to infant and toddler education and care. Associate
programs are more likely to have programs to prepare preservice teachers to work with
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children age 0-4; however most programs that are for children under 2 years do not
include practi cum experiences for preservice teachers. While 95% of associate
programs require a practicum with preschool age children, only 62% of these programs
require these experiences with infant and toddler aged children (Early & Winton) . In
fact most institutions of hi gher learning do not specifically have a program to train
preservice teachers of children age 0-4. Most early chi ldhood programs are nested in
elementary education and preservice teachers are being prepared to go into 4-year
programs specializing in elementary education (Early & Winton).
McMullen (1997) found that preservice teachers learn the most about DAP
through educational preparation and practicum experi ences. Preservice teachers need
carefu l observation and conferences abou t their work in the classroom if they are to
understand DAP. As students learn more about DAP and engage in practicum
experiences, their beliefs about DAP become stronger (McMu llen). The most effective
DAP preservice teachers, measured by se lf-reports and direct observation of

c lassrooms, have tormal education with content areas in child development and early
childhood education, combined with a supervised practicum experience (Snider & Fu,
1990).
Honig (1983) advocated that teachers of infants gain knowledge of development
so that they fo ster realistic expectations for yo ung chi ldren. Knowledge of chi ld
development helps teachers to set parameters of what behaviors to expect in a certain
age range . This is important so that teachers can plan curricula that stimu lates the
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children, yet does not challenge them beyond their capabiliti es. A basic understanding
of ch ild development provides teachers with a theoretical perspective of appropriate
expectations for children' s behavior (Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992). Knowledge of
child development also provides strategies for guiding behavior. Teachers are more able
to pick materials and form s of learning that provide a good developmental fit for the
children.
Recent research has shown that the education of early childhood teachers is
positively related to the quality of programs (NICHD Early Child Care Research
Network, 1996; Whitebook, Howes, & Ph illips, 1989) and that the quality of the
program is related to the o utcomes of children (Dunn, 1993). The National Child Care
Staffi ng Study (Whitebook !-lowes, & Phi lips, 1989) found that the education of
childcare teachers and the arrangement of their work environment are essential
determinants of the quality within the program (Whitebook, Howes, Ph ill ips, &
Pemberton, 1989). Teaching staff with more years of forn1al education were found to
be more sensiti ve to the needs of the chil dren in their care, and to have more
developmentally appropriate ex pectations for the children. The children attending
higher quality programs were more competent in their language and social ski ll s than
those ch ildren attending lower quality centers.
Summarizing, the recommended guidelines for professional preparation include
providing theoretical knowledge of chi ld growth and development, curri culum planning
and implementation, and supervised practical experiences working with young children .
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While research has advocated these recommendations, many early childhood programs
are not likely to include practicum experiences for students because of challenges such
as competition with students' family or work-related responsibilities, lack of facul ty
with expertise in earl y chi ldhood education to supervi se field ex perience, and attracting
and keeping students due to poor working conditions and wages in the early childhood
profession (Early & Winton, 200 I) .

Summary and Hypotheses

The early years of life are a critical time of growth and development. Cerebral
growth is intense and experiences within the environment mold the f.1 ture functioning of
the brain (El iot, 1999). Relationsl1ips and interaction s with caring ad ults are important
ways infants and toddlers build trust. Nurturing DAP teachers support children in their
learning, enhancing language and social skill s (Whitebook, Howes, Phillips, &
Pemberton, 1989). Research has identified the advantages of DAP with preschool and
kindergarten children, and shown lower stress leve ls and academ ic benefits.
The education of early childhood professional s is directly linked to the quality
of the program (Early & Winton, 2001). The literature indicates that preservice
teachers benefit from learning theories of child development in formal settings, with
experience in the classroom setting. Preservice teachers with these experiences are more
likely to implement DAP in their classrooms (McMullen, 1997).
While research on best practices for infants and todd lers has been explored
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(McMu ll en, 1997; Whitebook, I-I owes, Ph ill ips, & Pemberton, 1989), data have not
been collected about the beliefs and experiences of DAP with infant and toddl er
teachers. This age group has been overlooked in various aspects of DAP research
including training preservice teachers to know and understand DAP. Therefore, the
purpose of thi s study was to examine the relationships between classroom in struction,
supervi sed practicum experience, and practicum students' beliefs and experiences
regarding DAP. Therefore, the following null hypotheses were tested:
1-lo 1: There will be no differences in practicum students' beliefs and experiences
with regard to DAP prior to their practicum experience as compared to after.
Ho 2: There will be no differences between the pretest and posttest DAP beliefs
and ex periences of students of different majors.
Ho 3: There will be no differences between practicum students' DAP bel iefs and
experiences based upon the amount of time students spend in their practicum
experiences.
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CHAPTER Ill
METHOD

Sample

A convenience sample of97 college students participated in thi s study by
completing a pretest and a posttest questionnaire. Participants were students
undertaking a practicum in the Adele and Dale Young Child Development Laboratory at
Utah State University in th e infant or two-year-old classrooms. The return rate of
comp leted pretest questionna ires was I 00%, and 98% for completed posttest
questionnaires . This high completion rate is attrib uted to admini stration of the
instrument during class time. Two participants did not complete a posttest, and so
their pretest questionnaire data were also omitted. Thi s resulted in a data set of95
practicum students.
While most of the participants (9 1; 95.8%) were female, four (4.2%) were male
practicum students. Practicum students who were married equaled 36 (37 .9%) (see
Table 1). Five practicum students (5.3%) had children of their own. While the
potential of parenthood to influence the beliefs and experiences of practicum students
was possible, so few practicum students had children that this was not considered in
the data analyses.
Practicum students participating in the Adele and Dale Young Chi ld
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Development Laboratory had assorted majors. Seventy-nine (83.2%) were practicum
Table I
Practicum Students ' Marital Sta/Us/Number of Children
Frequency

Percent

Single

58

61.0

Married

36

37.9

Status

Divorced
Total

Teachers with Own Chi ldren

1.1

95

100.0

5

5.3

students majoring in fami ly, consumer, and human development. Eleven (11.5%)
were practicum students majoring in early childhood education and elementary
educati on. Two (2 .6%) of the participants were majors in early childhood education
and special education. One (1.3%) participant majored in early chi ldhood education,
one (1.3%) in humanities, arts and social sciences, and another (1.3%) was a graduate
student in deaf education.
The 79 participants in Group I constituted 83.2% of the total sample. These
practicum students were enrolled in FHD 3510, Infancy and Early Childhood, studying
the development of chi ldren ages 0-5 (see Table 2). About two thirds of the students in
thi s course (FHD 35 I 0), or about 40 per semester, register for FHD 3500, Infancy
Laboratory. Two Group I participants (2.5%) were sophomores, 28 (35.4%) were
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juniors, and 48 (60.8%) were seniors. One participant (1.3%) was a graduate student.
Table 2
Practicum Students Grouped by Practicum Classroom
Practicum Classroom
Infants (Group I)

Frequency

Percent

79

83.2

Toddlers (Group II )

16

16.8

Total

95

100.0

These students attended class (FH D 351 0) for 3 hours a week, studying the physical,
emotional, social, and cogni tive development of young chi ldren. These same students
participated in the infant laboratory (FH D 3500) where they had direct contact with
infants for 4 hours over a 16-week period. In addition, they spent 12 hours of planning
and refl ection with a supe rvisor over the same time period. Participants had the
opportun ity to plan, impl ement. and review curricu lum for infants under the direction
of the head teacher.
There was a variation of majors among the Practicum Students attending the
infant laboratory in Group I. Fifty-two (65. 8%) of these participants in Group I
majored in family , consumer, and human development, with emphasis in tamily and
community services (see Tab le 3). Twenty-four (30.3%) participants majored in
family, consumer, and human development, with emphasis in human development.
There was also one ( I .3%) participant fro m each of the fol lowing majors: family,
consumer, and human deve lopment, with emphasis in deaf education; history; and
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communicative disorders and deaf education (graduate student).
Table 3
Freq uency and Percentage of Practicum Students by Major and Practicum Group

Major

Group I

Gro up II

Total

FC HD

24

2

26

(30.3%)

(12 .5%)

(27.3%)

emphasis human development

FCHD
emphasis fami ly & community

52

52

(65.8%)

(54.7%)

( 1.3%)

(1.1 %)

( 1.3%)

( 1.1 %)

(1.3%)

( 1.1 %)

FCHD
emphasis deaf educati on
Other
(history)
Other
(communicative disorders & deafed.)

ECFJELED

ECE/S PED

11

II

(68.7%)

( 11.5%)

2

2

(12 .5%)

(2.1%)

(6.3%)

( I. I%)

16

95

ECE

Total

79

29
(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

The 16 participants in Group 11 were 16.8% of the tota l sa mpl e. These
practicum students attended Seminar and Practicum in Early Childhood Ed ucation,
FI-ID 2250. These students were mostly junior level (7; 43 .7%), however four
(25.0%) were sophomores, and five (31.3%) were seniors. They attended a sem inar on
programs and philosophies of early childhood education for two hours a week,
exami ning topics like educational psychology, programming in early childhood
education , and philosophies of education. The students in Group II had a lso previously
taken classes in educational psychology , education practices, and education theory as
prerequ isi tes for their prncticum. Therefore, these students had previous background
knowledge of education and educational philosophies. These practicum students
participated in the 2-year-old laboratory as part of their early ch ildhood education Level
II bloc. During an 8-week period, they had direct contact with 2-year-olds for 56 hours
and had 40 hours of planning and reflection. Working under a teacher supervi sor, these
students planned, implemented, and reviewed curriculum fo r 2-year-old children. These
same students also participated in a practicwn experience in a kindergarten class for 96
hours over an 8-week period for the other half of the Levell! bloc.
The variation of majors was not as great among the practi cum students in Group
II. Eleven of these participants majored in early childhood education and elementary
education (ECE/ELED) (68.7%). Two participants (12.5%) majored in early
childhood education and specia l education (ECE/SPED). Two of these participants
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(12.5%) majored in family, consumer. and human development with an emphasis in
human development, and one participant (6.3%) majored in early childhood
education (ECE) (see Table 3).

Utah State University ' s Adele and Dale Young
Child Development Laboratory Program

The Child Development Laborat01y (COL) provides enriching educational
experiences for young children and families. The C OL is theoretically and practically
based upon social competency goals, encouraging children to gain skills that will help
them deal with their dail y envirom11ent. Children attend ing the COL are encouraged to
make choices, active ly participate, and explore the smTOundings as they interact with
teachers and peers. The COL uses DAI' as the guideline in developing curricula for
young children, fostering growth of the who le child. The COL is accred ited by the
National Academy of Early Childhood Programs (NAECP), under the auspices of the
National Association for the Education of Young Chi ldren (NAEYC).
Students enrolled in the infant laboratory, FHD 3510, (or Group I participants)
attended practicum four different times to plan and prepare lesson plans for the
chi ldren. U nder the direction of a superv ising teacher the practicum students attended
the laboratory another four times implementing the lesson plans they prepared. The
enrollment of the infant classroom, included 12 infants under the age of two, and six to
eight student teachers. A supervising teacher, an M.S. student in fan1ily and human
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development, served as a model and mentor for the practicum students, training the
stude nts through observation outside of the classroom (through one-way mirrors) and
participation in the cl assroom.
Student teachers attending the 2-year-old laboratory, FI-ID 225 0, (or Group II
participants) attended class 3 days a week, 4 hours a day, for 8 weeks. The 2-year-old
classroom consisted of 12 children, 4 student teachers, and a supervising teacher.
Again, the supervising teacher, an M.S. student in family and human development,
demonstrated appropriate interactions for the preservice teachers.
Each day the practicum students taught in the infant and 2-year-o ld laboratories
they were involved in pre-conferences, describi ng daily activities and goals, as well as
learn ing objectives for the chi ldren. As the children arrived for the day , they were
greeted and allowed to choose a classroom activity. The children were free to select
activities that included painting, clay , dramatic play, sensory experiences, books, and
manipulative toys. Teachers facilitated a snack during the free-play acti vities. The
infants and two-year-old ch il dren met together with their whole class for a short time to
sing songs, read stories, and play games before go ing home. For the practicum students
the day ended with post-conference, where they met with the head teacher to reflect
and evaluate the experiences throughout the day .

Data Collection

Data were collected twice from each subject. A pretest was given the first
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day of the practicum experi ence, and an identical posttest was ad mini stered on the last
day of the practicum. The dates vari ed between pre- and posttest depending upon the
amount of time spent in the practicum experience. Demographic infonnation , including
practicum students' class stand ing and major, was collected at the time of the pretest
(see Appendix A).
The participants signed a consent form and were given verbal instructions for
filling out the survey. Part icipants filled out the se lf-report form and were given a code
number designated by the researcher for confidentiality purposes. The pretest and the
posttest had the same code number so that the researcher could match the two
questionnaires for data analysis. The questionnaires took approximately 20 minutes to
complete.

Measures

Three sets of measures were used to collect data in thi s study. Practicum
students in the infant laboratory (Group I) completed the Teacher Beli~f;· and Practices

Survey: Infants and Toddlers (Burts & Sciaraffa, 200 Ia) (see Append ix B) and Teacher
Beliefs and Practices Survey: infants (Burts & Sciaraffa, 200 1b) (see Appendix C). The
practicum students in the two-year-old laboratory (Group II) completed the Teacher

Beliefs and Practices Survey: infants and Toddlers (Burts & Sciaraffa, 200la) (see
Appendix B) and Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey: Toddlers (Burts & Sciaraffa,
200 1c) (see Appendix D).

These measures were developed by Burts and Sciaraffa to
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determine teachers' be li efs and level of practice of DAP in the early childhood
classroom. The questionnaires are still in the pilot stage of development. Therefore,
data are still being collected to establish reliability and validity.
For all measures, respondents rate statements on a five-point Likert-type sca le.
Each of the measures is divided into two subscales, beliefs and experiences. In the
beli ef section, practicum students respond to statements such as, " It is _ _ for every
child to form a one-to-one relationship with a caregiver." The participants then respond
to their personal beliefs about infant and toddler programs, ranging from l (not at all

important) to 5 (extremely important). The second part of the survey , for experiences,
includes questions asking teachers to rate how often the children in their classrooms
participate in certain act ivit ies. For example, teachers answer questions like, " How
often do the children in your classroom use art materials?" The rating scale ranges from

I (almost never) to 5 (ve1y often) .
The Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey: Infan ts and Toddlers consists of 32
items for the beliefs section, and 27 items in the experiences section (Burts &
Sciaraffa, 2001a). The items on thi s measure address basic needs in the classroom , such
as sa fety , access to age-appropriate materials, and interactions with caregivers. Issues
associated with feeding, sleepi ng, and diapering, such as hand-washing are also a critical
part of this questionnaire.
The infants version of the instrument includes 29 questi ons about teachers'

DAP beliefs and 17 questi ons abo ut classroom experiences. The item s on thi s
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questionnaire specifica ll y address the needs of infants. The quest ions ask about
buildin g trust with in fants, awareness and sensi tivi ty to thei r personal needs, and
whether materials provide appropriate stimul ation and are easy to clean.
The toddlers version asks 26 question s abo ut teachers' beliefs and 25 questions
about classroom experiences. The items on the toddlers questionnaire add ress such
issues as language development, soc ial and emotional growth, and play materials that
provide for exploration and discovery.
To measure the independent variables, demographic data were gathered from
each participant on the pretest and posttest in struments. However, the information
gathered from data co ll ection was identical, so on ly the demographic data fro m the
pretest was used in data analysis. The demographic portion of the questionnaire
included educatio nal major and emphasis, and class level. Other important
demographic in formation that coul d have inOuenced the outcome of the study was also
gathered from the participants, including ethnic background, gender, marital status, and
nun1ber of chi ldren.

Ethical Considerations

T he study was approved by the Institutional Review Board for Protection of
Human Subjects at Utah State Uni versity before data collection. The practicum
students were informed that participation in the study was voluntary, and that all
info rmation would be kept confidential. Pract icum students agreeing to participate in
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the study were requi red to sign a consent form (see A ppendi x E).
CHA PTE R IV

RESULTS
T he maj or findings, in addition to descripti ve stati stics, are outlined in thi s
chapter. First, reliability analyses will be discussed. Then, using a vari ety of statistical
ana lyses, each of the respecti ve hypotheses will be addressed.

Reliability

Cronbach 's alpha was used to examine the internal consistency o f responses fo r
both pretests and posttests of the three instruments. Each of the three questi onna ires
was analyzed separately, as well as divided into two different sections: be liefs and
ex periences. Thi s tota led 12 scores for pre- and posttest reliability. On the infants and
toddlers pretest, reliabili ty fo r the beliefs section was""= .85, and for the ex periences
secti on, oc = .91 (see Table 4). The alpha coefficients for the posttest were ""= .86 for
the beli efs section , and ""= .71 for the ex periences section. These scores verify strong
reliability for within-test consistency for the beli efs section of the infants and toddlers
measure. While the reliability scores for the posttest experiences section of the infants
and toddl ers measure are considerably lower, they are moderate, and the consistency
and stability of the measure is sti ll strong.
Reliability for the infants scale of beli efs for both pretest and posttest were
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oc = .86, and
Tabl e 4

oc

= .84, respecti vely. For the experiences section of the infants scale,

Pre/est and Posl/est Cronbach 's Alpha Scores by Measure
Pretest

Po st test

In fa nts and Toddlers Measure
Beliefs

oc

= .85

oc

=

.86

Experiences

oc

=

.91

oc

=

.7 1

Beliefs

oc

=

.86

oc

=

.84

Experiences

oc

=

.89

oc

=

.66

Beli efs

oc

=

.79

oc

= .79

Experiences

oc

=

.40

Infa nts Measure

Toddlers Measure

oc

= .89 for the pretest, and

oc

.56

= .66 for the posttest. Once again, there was a

substantial drop in reli abi lity for the experience section between the pretest and the
posttest. No netheless, moderate to strong scores establi sh consistency and stability of
the measure, especially for the beliefs section.
The toddlers scale showed a different range of coefficients. The beliefs section
had
oc

oc

= .79 on the pretest and the posttest. However, on the experiences section,

= .40 on the pretest and oc = .56 on the posttest.

While the beliefs section di splays

a moderate score for reli abili ty on pretest and posttest, the experiences section has a
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large random error component for both. This low reliability may be attributed to the
construction of the questionnaire, and the level of education of the participants.
Respondents on the todd ler sca les may have differing levels of educational experience
that would innuence their interpretation of the in struments items, and thereby distort
their responses.
It is interesting to note that there was a drop in reliability scores for the
experiences section from pretest to posnest on the infants and toddlers, and infants
measures, as well as low reliabi lity scores for the toddlers measure. In a recent study
using the Teacher Beliefs and Prac/ices Survey: 3-5 Year 0/ds, a version of the Teacher
Beliefs and Practices Survey: Jnftm ts and Toddlers for older children, decreases in

reliability sco res on the experience section were also found with
pretest and

oc =

~

=. 82 for the

.62 for the posnest measures (Sedgwick, 2003). A possible reason for

this is discussed in Chapter V.

Pre- and Posttest Correlations

Pearson correlation coefficients were used to analyze the relationship between
the pretest and posttest scores on the beliefs and experiences sections. The infants and
toddlers beliefs measure showed a correlation of r = .67,p = .000 for the pretest and
posttest (see Table 5). The practicum students were also grouped according to the
practicum class they worked with, either infants (Group I) or toddl ers (Group 2). For
infants measure, beliefs r = .6! , p = .000, and for toddlers measure, beliefs r = .67,
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p = .005. The greatest correlations were found between the pretest and posttest beliefs

sections in every measure. and they showed a strong linear relationship. Of all the
Table 5
Correlation Coefficients for

Beli~f!;

and Experiences Pretest and Posl/est Scores
Correlation

Significance

N

Infants and Toddlers measure
Beliefs

r

.67

p = .000

95

Experiences

r = .14

p = .184

95

Beliefs

r = .61

p = .000

79

Experiences

r

=

.23

p

=

.042

79

Beliefs

r

=

.67

p

=

.005

16

Experiences

r

=

.39

p = .137

16

=

Infants measure

Toddlers measure

experience sections pretest and posttest comparisons, the toddler experiences measure
showed the highest association (r

= .39, p = .13 7).
Hypotheses Testing

Null Hypothesis 1
There will be no differences in practicum students' beliefs and experiences with
regard to DAP prior to their practicum experience as compared to after. A paired t test
was used to determine if there were signi ficant differences between the pretest and
posttest scores for beliefs and experiences (see Figure 1 and 2). For the infants and
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Figure I. Pretest and posttest scores for beliefs on al l measures.

toddlers measure, 1 = -5.48, p = .000 for the beli efs sections and

I =

2.78, p = .007 for

experiences (see Table 6). There was a statistically significant increase in DAP bel iefs
fro m pretest to posttest (see Table 7). While there was a statistically significant
difference in pretest and posttest scores for experiences, there was a decrease in DAP
scores over time. Figures I and 2 illustrate these changes.
For the infants measure, pretest and posttest scores were statistically
significantly different for both sections: bel iefs
I =

7.48, p

=

I =

3.39,p = .00 I, experiences

.000 (see Table 6). The students' scores showed a significant decrease
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Figure 2. Pretest and posttest scores Jor experiences on all measure.

from pretest to posttest on both sections of the infants measure . The practicum
students' DAP beli efs and experiences changed over the course of the practicum, with
their beliefs and experiences both becoming less DAP. Converse ly, there were no
statistically sign ifi cant differences between pretest or posttest on either section of the
toddlers measure: beliefs I = - 1.60, p = .131 , and experiences I = -. 12, p = .910 (see
Table 6). Because there were statistically significant differences between pretest and
posttest scores on 4 of 6 comparisons, the null hypothesis was rejected.
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Table 6
Paired Samples t Test by Measure for Beliefs and Experiences Sections

N

M

SD

Infants/Toddlers

95

-4.74

8.42

Measure

df

p

-5.48

94

.000

Beliefs

Infants (Group I)

79

3.20

3.20

3.39

78

.001

Toddlers (G roup 11)

16

-2.25

5.64

-1.60

15

.13 1

Infants/Todd lers

95

4.69

16.44

2.78

94

.007

Infants (Group I)

79

9.72

11 .40

7.58

78

.000

Todd lers (Group Jl)

16

-.19

6.52

-.1 2

15

.910

Experiences

Note. Mean and standard deviation of the difference.

The nature of thi s study is exploratory, and because the I test scores were so
low for the toddlers version of the measure, several Wilcoxon Signed Ranks tests were
run to see if any individual items were statistically significantly different on pretest and
posttest. The Wilcoxon's paired the questions on each section of the measure, item by
item, to determine if there was a statistical significance in the difference between the
pretest and posttest scores. The results of the ana lyses for each instrument are
included in Appendix F.
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Table 7

Descriptive Statistics for Pre- and Post/est Beliefs and Experiences by Measure
Pretest Beliefs

Measure

N

Posttest Beliefs

M*

SD

N

M*

SD

Infants/Toddl ers

95

125.79

10.19

95

103.53

10.43

In fants (G roup I)

79

123.54

8.99

79

120.34

10.00

Toddlers (Group ll)

16

104.63

6.42

16

106.88

7.30

Pretest Experiences

Posttest Experiences

M*

N

M*

SD

N

Infants/Toddlers

95

89.48

14.90

95

84.79

9.29

Infants (Group l)

79

56.77

11.03

79

47.05

6.39

Toddlers (Group Il)

16

90.18

5.34

16

90.38

6.35

Measure

SD

Note. *Hi gher scores indicate more developmentally appropriate beliefs and
experiences

Null Hypothesis 2
There will be no re lationship between the majors of the practi cum students and
their pretest and posttest DAP beliefs and experiences. To eliminate systematic bias,
and reduce error variance, an ANCOV A was used to analyze the data for thi s
hypothesis. The AN CO YA was undertaken using the pretest score as the covariate and
the posttest scores as the dependent variable. The major of the practicum students was
the independent vari able. Utilizing data from Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey:

Jnfa ms and Toddlers all owed for comparison between participants in Group I and
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Group II. Participants in both groups had completed the questionnaire regardl ess of
placement in the practi cum experience.
For analyses, the practicum students were grouped by their educati onal major,
which made three subgroups (see Tabl e 8). Instead of analyzing each major represented
in the s!lldy separately, the participants' majors were compressed because several
majors had a population of o ne, and statistical comparisons could not be run. Maj or l
included 29 participants majoring in fam ily, consumer, and human development with
emphasis in human development (N = 26); family, conswner, and human development
with emphasis in deaf education (N = I); hi story (N = I) ; and communicative di sorders
and deaf ed ucation (N = I). Major 2 had 52 participants all maj oring in fami ly,
consumer, and human development with an emphasis in family and commun ity
services. Major 3 had 14 participants majoring in early chi ldhood education (N = I);
dual majors in early childhood ed ucation and elementary education (N= II ); and early
childhood education and special education (N = 2).
The results of the ANCOVA fo r the beliefs section show a stati stically
significant difference, F (2, 91) = 3.44, p = .036, among the practicum students majors
between posttest scores when they were adjusted to start equally wi th the pretest as
the covariate (see Table 9). A pai rwise comparison was completed on the majors and
the posttest beliefs measures scores. The results found that the mean difference

(M= 5.99;p = .011 ) on the beliefs measure was statistically significant between Major
2 (fam ily and community services) and Major 3 (early childhood ed ucation).
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Table 8

Compression of Subgroups for Data Analysis by Major
N

Major 1

26

FCHD (emphasis human development)
FCHD (emphasis deaf education)
Other (history)
Other (communicative disorders & deafed.)
Total

29
N

Major 2
FCHD (emphasis fam ily and community services)

52

Total

52

Major 3

N

ECE/ELED

11

ECE/SPED

2

ECE
Total

14

The results show how practicum students of different majors vary on their
pretest and posttest DAP beliefs scores (see Figure 3). While students from all Majors
showed an increase in DAP beliefs between the pretest and the posttest, Major 1
(mostly FCHD majors with emphases other than family and community services) and
Major 2 (FCHD majors with family and community services emphasis) indicate
the largest di ffere nce (see Table I 0). Major 3 (mostly ECE majors) remained the same
in mean scores for DAP beliefs.
Results of the ANCOVA for the experiences measure showed statistically
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Table 9
Tests ofBetween-Subjects Effects for Belie[1· and Experiences

Measure

Source

Type Iff
Sum ofSquares

df

MS

p

p

399.38

2

199.69

3.44

.036

5282.36

91

58.05

745.43

2

372.72

4 .71

.011

7207.44

91

79.20

Be li efs
Majors
Error

Experiences
Majors
Enor

significant difference for the practicum students majors between posncst sco res when
they were adjusted to start with the pretest as the covariate, P (2,9 1) = 4.7 1; p

= .0 II.

A pairwise comparison on the experiences sect ion posttests and practicum students
majors found stati st icall y significant mean differences between Major 3 (mostly ECE
majors) and both Major I (mostly FCI-ID majors with emphasis other than fami ly and
comm uni ty services) (M = 8.35; p = .005) and Major 2 (FCHD majors with fam il y
and community services emphasis) (M = 7.73; p

=

.005).

The resu lts for the experiences measures show the difference between the
majors of the students between pretest and posttest measures (see Figure 4). All of
the Majors showed a decrease in DAP experiences. Because stati stically signifi cantly
difference among the practi cum students' majors and posttest scores for DAP beliefs
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Table 10
Descriplire Statistical Jnformationfor Subgroups According to Educational Major
Pretest M

SD

Posttest M

SD

N

Major I

127.59

10.27

I 3 I .48

8.63

29

Major 2

125.04

10.39

131.40

I 1.1 I

52

Major 3

124.86

9.46

130.53

10.34

14

Pretest M

SD

Posttest M

SD

N

87.52

18. 13

83. 10

I 1.23

29

Major 2

89.23

14.59

83.83

8. 10

52

Major 3

94.50

5.19

9 1.86

5.55

14

Measure
Beliefs

Measure

Major

Experiences

Major I

140

135
130

]125
"

~

e120

8

~ 115
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105

Figure 3. Pretest and posttest beliefs mean scores by major.*
* Between Group Differences: F (2, 91) = 3.44, p = .036.
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Figure 4. Pretest and posttest experiences mean scores by major. *
*Between Group Differences: F (2,9 1) = 4.71 ,p = .Oil.

and Ex periences was fo und , the null hypothesis was rejected.

Null Hypothesis 3
There wil l be no relationship between students DAP beli efs and experiences
scores and the amount of time practicum students spend in their practicum ex perience.
Groups I and II varied on several levels throughout the data collecti on. Group I was
involved in the practicum experience for 12 hours throughout a 16-week time. Four of
those hours were di rect involvement with the ch ildren in the classroom, while eight of
were re fl ection and planning hours. Group II was involved for 96 hours over a 9-week
period of time. Sixty-eight of those hours were direct involvement with the children in
the classroom, and 28 were reflection and planning hours. Also the numbers of
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participants in each group was varied (Group I, n = 79; Group II , n = 16). Again , to
eliminate systematic bias, an A COVA was used to measure if there was a relationship
between practicum students' DAP beli efs and experiences and the amo unt of time spent
in their practicum experience.
The sample was divided into groups according to the c lassroom in which they
participated . The participants in Group I (n = 79) were in the infant class . The
participants in Group II (n = 16) were in the toddler class. Because it was completed
by both groups, the infants and toddlers version of the instrument was used for
comparison across groups.
The pretest beliefs and experiences measures were used as the covariate to
control the initi al group differences for assessing the posttest means and relationships
between the gro ups (see Table II). The sample group was the independent variable and
the posttest was the dependent variable.
The results of the A COVA shows a statistically sign ificant difference between
the Groups for the bel iefs measure, F(2.91)

= 4.23 ; p = .042.

The difference in the

mean score from pretest to posttest for Group I (infants) is stati stically significantly
different from Group II (toddlers) (see Figure 5). For the experiences measure,

F (2 ,91)

= 16.45; p = .000.

This is also a stati stically significant difference between

Groups (see Fi gure 6). The increase in the mean score for Group II (todd lers) is
statistically significantly different fro m Group l (infants). Therefore, the null
hypothesis was rejected.
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Table 11
Mean Scores for Practicum Groups DAP Beliefs and Experiences Pretest and Pastiest
Pretest M

SD

Posttest M

SD

N

Group I (Infants)

125.82

I 0.45

13 1.28

I 0.32

79

Group II (Todd lers)

125.63

9.06

126.8 1

10.51

16

Pretest M

SD

Posttest M

SD

N

Group I (Infants)

88.39

15.99

83. 11

8.93

79

Group II (Toddlers)

94.87

4.94

93.06

6. 19

16

Measure
Beliefs

Experiences

140

IP ""-'"'. /
~- Post-Test

135
130
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Figure 5. Pretest and posttest beliefs mean scores by practicum group.*
* Between Group Differences: F (2,91) = 4.23; p = .042.
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Figure 6. Pretest and posttest experiences mean scores by practicum group.*
*Between Group Differences: F(2,9!) = J6.45;p = .000.

Table 12
Tests of Beh<•een-Subjects Effects for Beliefs and Experiences

Measure

Source

Type Jll
Sum of Squares

df

MS

F

p

249.6 1

4.23

.043

16.45

.000

Be liefs
Gro ups

249.6 1

Error

5432.16

Majors

1206.40

Error

6746.47

92

59.05

Experiences
1206.40

92

73.33
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CHA PTER V
DISCUSS ION

Thi s study was designed to investigate practicum students' beliefs and
experiences about DAP prior to a practi cum experience and follo wing it. Another goal
was to exam ine the relationships between the practicum students' majors and the ir preand posnest DAP beliefs and experiences scores. Finally thi s investigation sought to
determine whether practicum students' DAP beliefs and experiences were related to the
amount of time they spent in a practicum setting. A total of 95 students complet ing a
practicum in the Adele and Dale Young Child Development Laboratory in the in fant
(Gro up I) or the two-year-old classrooms (Group II ) participated in the study.
Subjects completed the Teacher

Belief~

and Practices Survey: Infants and Toddlers, as

well as the Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey: Infants if they were in Group I, or the

Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey: Toddlers, if they worked with Group 2 (Burts &
Sciaraffa, 2001a, b, c).
Null hypothesis one stated that there would be no significant d iffe rence in DAP
beliefs and experiences between students' scores on the pretest questi onnaire at the
beginning of the practicum experience, and the posttest questionnaire di stributed at the
end of the practicum experience. Strong correlations were found between pretest and
posttest beli efs and pretest and posttest ex periences. These correlations determined a
moderate positive linear relati onship, implying that the practicum students' pretest
scores were associated with their posttest score.
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The !-test analyses measured the difference in pretest and posttest scores on the
infants and toddlers measure, which all participating practicum students comp leted.
Overa ll , DAP beliefs were stati sti ca lly significantly hi gher on the posttest than pretest,
w hil e their experiences sco res were statistically signifi cantly lower on the posttest than
pretest. Th is might suggest that, generally, the students were able to learn and
understand the theories and philosophies of DAP, however interpreting the gu idelines
into classroom practice in such a short amount of time was too arduo us a task. This
relates to the frustration s of teachers as they implement the dynamic DAP model in
thei r classrooms (Kostel nik, 1991 ). Because the guidelines of DAP are broad and
encompass many areas of child development, teachers in DAP classrooms integrate
different areas of knowledge (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). As teac hers gain a working
knowledge of ch ild development and DAP, speciali zed training in a practicum setting is
an important factor to enable teachers to implement their DAP beliefs (Bredekamp,
1987).
The findings for Group I showed a statistically significant difference between
pretest and posttest scores, on both the beliefs and experiences sectio ns of the infants
measure. However, both bel iefs and experiences means decreased. Thi s implies that,
for this sample group, there was a change in beliefs and experiences; however, their
expectations at the beginning of the practicum might not have been consistent with the
ach1allearning and impl ementation of DAP in the classroom setting. Perhaps
practicum students mi ght have had an idealized "preschool" setting for children which
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was not consistent with a DAP infant and toddler environment. Thi s group of
practicum students also had the least background knowledge of DAP, and because of
their earl y stages of learning, might have had more to learn about developmentally
appropriate practice and its impl ementatio n.
[ti s of interest to note that Group II did not show any statisticall y significant
changes in their beliefs and experiences scores from pretest to posttest on the toddlers
measure. Thi s group of students had a stronger backgro und in earl y childhood
education and may have entered the practicum experience with a better understanding of
DAP. It mi ght be expected that their DAP beliefs would not increase as much as the
other practicum students. The fact that the students DAP experiences did not increase
may further support the theory that imp lementing the dynamics o f DAP can be
overwhelming (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). Perhaps the practicum students' did not
rea li ze this actually happened because the training they were receiving did not
specifically point out DAP, but expected learning through modeling.
Another factor that could have con tributed to the lack of change in DAP
experiences might have been that the participants did not know how to interpret the
experiences section of the survey. Seve ral practicum students answered the statements
according to actual classroom acti vities and behaviors, then commented to the side of
the statement about their behavio r. For example, item 19 states, " How often do
children in your cl ass climb on tables or shelves?" The participants could respond from
I (A lmost Never) to 5 (Very Ojien). A frequency of I or 2 would be the desired an swer,
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nonetheless. many responded with a 5, then commented with statements like, " We try
to deter them. "
The second null hypothesis stated that there would be no differences between
the majors of the practicum students and the ir pretest and posttest DAP beliefs and
experiences. When the practicum students' scores were adjusted to start with the
pretest as the covariate, statistically signi ficant differences were found on the
posttest scores. Major 2 (mostly family and commun ity services majors) showed the
highest increase in DAP beli efs from pretest to posttest, and in the pairw ise
comparison the scores for Major 2 were statisticall y significantly different fro m Major
3 (ECE majors) , who showed the least amo unt of increase in DAP beli efs. Because the
participants in Major 2 had the lowest pretest scores, they might have had lower leve ls
of classroom learning and previous experience with DAP beliefs, therefore, these
students might have had the rnosllo learn. Practicum students in Major 2 may have
been more open to learning about DAP because it was a new concept in their learning.
These students may have also had the misconception that teachers of infants and
toddlers do not need training because they are babysitting (Balaban , 1992), and found
the guidelines of DAP a way to provide an effective, quality educational environment
fo r young children. Training these practicum students helped them gain an
understanding of the theoretical knowledge of DAP, and that is an important facto r in
raisi ng the qual ity of early childhood educati on program s (McMullen, 1997).
All of the Majors showed a decrease in DAP experiences from pretest to
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posttest. However, in the pairwi se comparisons, Major 3 was stati sticall y significantly
different from Majors I and 2. These students in Major 3 entered the practicum
experience with hi gher levels of early childhood education background. Previous
knowledge and basic understanding of DAP mi ght have helped these practicum students
better interpret DAP and its impl eme ntation in the classroom. It was noted in the
literature review that teachers gain knowledge of child development and DAP fro m
informal and formal education, interactions with parents and children, and working
directly with other more experienced chi ld care professionals (Ba laban, 1992). Perhaps
because these practicum students had previous background knowledge of DAP, they
were able to Jearn more by observing interactions between children and other caregivers,
as well as from conferences with the supervi si ng teacher of the pract icum. Whil e the
prior tra ining these studen ts had rece ived may not have been with infants and toddlers,
the concepts and theo ries coukl have transferred to younger children more easily than
entering the practicum experience without any former experience.
The third null hypothesis stated there wou ld be no relationship between
practi cum students' DAP beliefs and ex peri ences and the amount of time students
spend in their practicum experi ences. The results show that the practieum students in
Group I (infants) increased in the ir DAP beliefs, while the students in Group II
(toddlers) increased their DAP ex periences.
lt is interesting to note that Grou p l (i nfants) had lower levels of previous early
childhood education courses or background, therefore they were less like ly to know as
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much about DAP. Participants in Group I (i nfants) most likely had the most to learn
about DAP, and it appears that they had an increase in the DAP beliefs over the course
of the practicum.
The students in Group II (toddlers) entered the practicum experience with
previous background knowledge ofDA P, however this experience was most likely with
older preschool and elementary-age children, not infants and toddlers. Thi s group also
had considerably more time working with children and implementing DAP than did the
students in Group I (infants). Thi s fi nding is supported by McMullen 's (1997)
research on preservice teachers and how they Jearn about DAP. McMullen found
preservice teachers need educati onal preparation in the classroom and practicum
experiences with the children. Preservice teachers need careful observation and
conferences about their work in the classroom if they are to understand DAP. Group II
received more mentoring and conferencing from the supervi sing teacher, and, because
they were in the classroom more often than Group I (infants), the students appear to
have been better able to implement ideas and suggestions from the supervising teacher.

Limitations

The results of this study need to be interpreted with caution because of several
limitations. The first limitation is that the sample was selected by the convenient
availabi lity ofpracticum students, rather than through random sampling methods. The
researcher made no effort to determine whether the san1ple was representative of the
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student population, therefore the findings assoc iated with this study cannot be
generalized to the larger popul ation.
The sample size was another limitation of the study. The total number of
participants in this sa mpl e is mode st (N = 95), however the population number is
mislead ing. When the students were divided into groups, the subsample sizes were
small and unequal. With a larger sample size and a more even distribution of
participants across subsamples, the analyses may have presented a more accurate
estimate of population values.
The instruments for thi s study are sti ll in the pilot stage of research, and
reliability and validity has not be establ ished. Within-test consistency and test-retest
reli ability correlation scores need to be lurther explored to determine if the measure is
viable for future use. The low reliability scores for the experiences measure on all the
instruments, especially the

todc.ll ~r

version , is a problem, and item by item correlation

might help to eliminate random error associated with the measure.
The sample population only incl uded students involved in the practicum
experience. Students enrolled in the Infancy class, FHD 3510, who did not participate
in the practicum experience could have completed the pre- and posttest instruments to
compare possible differences in DAP beliefs and experiences related to hands-on
implementation. McMullen (1997) found in her research that preservice teachers of
yo ung chi ldren acquire the best knowledge of developmentally appropriate practices
through supervised practical experiences. The students enro lled in FHD 351 0, but not
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in the practicum experience, could have been used as a comparison group to expand the
findings of the current study.
An additi onal li mitation of the study was that the pretest instruments were
completed befo re the practicum stude nts participated in classroom teaching. Practicum
students' had to imagine what was deve lo pmentally appropriate for infants and
toddlers or what they felt were best practices. Thi s is important for the experiences
section, where participants were asked to respond to questions such as, " I-I ow often do
the children in your classroom use art material s?" The rating scale ranges fro m I

(almost never) to 5 (very often). Pract icum students were required to interpret the
questions in the ex peri ences secti on on the pretest to the best of the ir ability witho ut
hav ing actually been in the infant and toddler environment. The individual and various
interpretatio ns of the q uestions mi ght have accounted for the inconsistency o f
responses. In the future, the pretest might need to reworded so participants respond to
statements like, " I-I ow often do you th ink the ch ildren in you r classroom will use art
materials?"
A final limitation to thi s study is that the practicwn students were all pl aced in a
developmenta lly appropriate environment. Random assignment to practicum
placements with varying levels of deve lopmental appropriateness might have
produced different res ults. The interpretation of DAP is unique for every program
because there is not a set model to follow (Kostelnik, 1991 ). The Adele and Dale Chi ld
Development Laboratory provides student teachers with support, encouragement, and
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teaching method s of DAP, along with the opportunity to implement it as recommended
by guidelines for professional preparation from the Nationa l Association for the
Education of Young Children ( 1985, 1994). Other practicum placement settings may or
may not promote DAP theoretical practices or practical knowledge. Practicum
placements
which foster less DAP might not enhance the DAP beliefs and experiences of
practicum students.

Directions for Future Research

There are several recommendations for future investi gations that were beyond
the sco pe of this study. This study was concerned only with the practicum students'
perceptions of DAP beliefs and experi ences. Future studies could exam ine the
relationship betw een these variab les and practicum students' actual implementation of
DAP in the classroom. Direct classroom observations could be inc luded to assess how
practicum students are translating their DAP beliefs into DAP experiences. It could,
moreover, track how practicum students work to implement their DAP beliefs into
classroom experiences with young children.
Another direction for future research would be assessing the DAP be li efs and
experiences of students enrolled in only the educational classroom and compare those
students to students enrolled in practicum experiences and the classroom setting. This
information might help teacher educators to balance the classroom and practicum
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environments, and help students gain the best knowledge of DAP.
Future researchers mi ght want to expand this study long itudinally to explore
how practicum students' understanding of DAP beliefs and ex periences change over
time. Practicum students maj oring in early childhood education have multiple
experiences in the Ade le and Dale Young Child Development Laboratory. In format ion
obtained from these practicum students might help teacher educators to learn if the
knowledge of DAP beliefs and experiences are gained in a predictable pattern or not.
Finally, while the current study was interested in practi cum students' beliefs
and experiences regarding DAP in infant and toddler classrooms, future research might
explore if developmentally appropriate principl es extend from the ed ucati on of young
children to the ed ucation of preservicc teachers. Bronfenbrenner ( 1979) stated that a
child 's development is affected by the contexts around them, including fami ly,
educational setting, and comm unity. However, Bronfenbrenner's theory is one of
human development, and these principles affect adult development as well. Thi s would
imply that practicum students may learn about DAP in developmentally appropriate
ways. Researchers may want to examine if DAP for practicum students would
implement the same ideas of active learning, growth in a predictable and sequential
order, and scaffo lding, to li st a few.

Implications

The impli cations associated with the results of this study can facili tate teacher
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educators in their work with future teachers. Understanding the practicum students
with whom they are working appears to be crucial for teacher educators in helping
students gain the most from the practicum setting. Practicum students with lower
level s of early childhood education background will most likely increase their beliefs of
DAP; however, lower levels of translating their beliefs into classroom practices might be
expected, as they leam to interpret DAP beliefs into a working classroom model.
Practicum students with more exposure to early childhood education may likely enter
the practicum with stronger DAP beliefs, and those might not change much over the
course of the practicum. However, these students' abi lities to interpret their
experiences into classroom practices with guidance and support from a supervising
teacher wi ll likely increase.
Lastly, thi s practicum sett ing seems to enhance the learn ing of some students as
they develop DAP beliefs and experiences, although replication of thi s study with
control groups would be a better indicator of the effects of the learning environment.
Practicum students with a lower level background knowledge ofDAP theories, and
fewer practicum hours seem to increase their DAP beliefs, however their DAP
experiences decrease. Practicum students with higher levels of knowledge of DAP, with
a combination oflonger hours in the practicum experience appears to positively change
OAP experiences, however their beliefs remain the same. McMullen ( 1997) and
Snider and Fu ( 1990) found students understand DAP best with classroom learning and
practicum experience. When students register concurrently for sem inars and DAP
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practicum experiences, thi s will li kely have a positive outcome on their establi shment
and understanding of developmentally appropriate practices.

Summary

Although thi s investi gation was exploratory in nature, and the results must be
interpreted wi th caution, the findin gs are important, particularly for teacher educators in
the Adele and Dale Young Child Development Laboratory. The recommended
guidelines for implementing DAP include: theoretical knowledge of child development,
courses in early childhood education, curriculum planning and implementation, methods
for guiding behaviors, as wel l as supervised practicum experiences working with young
children (National Association for the Education of Young Children, I 994). Whil e
teacher educators in the Adele and Dale Young Child Development Laboratory strive to
follow these guidelines, knowledge of practicum students' previous DAP understanding
mi ght help students gain more fTom the practicum setting.
This study provides many implications for future research and application.
Recommendations include direct observations of implementation of DAP beliefs to
experiences, replication of the study with a control group of students not enrolled in
the practicum setting, and longitudinal research to study the emergence of DAP beliefs
and experiences over time.
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Teacher Beliefs & Practices Survey
Infants and Toddlers
Researchers will be careful to keep your answers to this survey confidential
Reports of findin gs will not use names of respondents.
PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF:

Infant/todd ler lab ~~ Level II
_ _6credits

I. Are you attending the Adele and Dale Young Child Development Lab for:

~~3credits

2. Are yo u attendi ng the Child Development Lab in the ~_ East AM ~-East PM ~-North AM
~~West AM ~-West PM ~~-North PM
3. Educational Status

~-freshman ,

total semester hours completed-,-~~~~~
total semester hours completed,_~~~~
~-Junior, total semester hours com pl eted~~~~~~
~~Senior, total semester hours co mpl eted,_~~~~~~~-Sophomore,

PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOUR CURRENT MAJOR:
4. Department granting degree:

5. Major/Area(s) of Specialization:

FHD
I

Emphasis
Human
Development

HENV
4

SPED
3

ELED

Emphasis
Family and
Communi ty

Dual
ECE/SpEd
Certificate

ECE Certificate

Dual
FCSEd
Certificate

Deaf
Education Emphasis

6. What is your ethnic background?

__ European American (Caucasian)
African American
=
Hispanic/ Latin-American

7. What is your marital status?

~~Married

8. How many children do you have?

Sex

9. What is your gender?

~~-mal e

~-Divorced

Age

female

Asian American
ative American
_Other~~~~~-

~-Single
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Appendix B. Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey: Infants and Toddlers
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Teacher Be liefs Survey
In fantsff oddlers Version
I. Rank the fo llowi ng ( 1-6) by th e amount of influence you belie ve that each ha s on the way yo u plan,
or wi ll plan, and implement instruction, aOer considering the children 's needs. Please use each number
1-6 only onre. (I ~ Most influence; 6 ~ Least influence)
Parent s

C hild care ce nter policy
Director
Teacher (yourself)

State regulations
Other teachers
Recognizing that some thin gs in child care programs are required by outside sources, what are YOUR
OWN PERSONAL BELIEFS about infant/toddler programs? Please circle the number that most
nearly represents YOUR BELIEFS about eac h item ' s importance for infan t/todd ler care.
(I ~ No t at all important; 5 ~ Extremely important)

2. It is _ _ for every child to

form a one-ro-one relationship
with a caregiver.
3. It is _ _ for a caregiver to

be wann, nuturing, responsive,
and supportive.
4. It is _ _ for a caregiver to

describe her actions during
routine care such as diapering.
5. It is _ _ for a caregiver to
observe and ta lk with the chil d
about his or her activities.

6. It is _ _ to ta lk, si ng, and
read to infants/toddlers.
7. It is _ _ to greet each child
and his/her family each morning.

8. It is

to allow infants to
cry, for them to become
independent

9. It is
to follow the
individual feeding and
sleeping schedules of eac h child.
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Teacher Beliefs Survey
lnfantsrfoddl ers Version

Not at al l
Important

Not Very
Important

Fairly
Important

Very
Important

10. It is
to ensure children
treat each other gently.
4

II. It is _ _ for the caregiver to
handle stress in a calm manner. as
a model for th e children.

to mode l
12. It is
accepting anitudes about children's
bodies and bodily PJnctions.

2

13. It is
to listen and
respond to children's beginning
sounds and words.
14. It is _ _ to ask fami ly
members what sounds and words
their ch ildren are using.
15. It is
share.

for children to

2

4

4

16. It is
for ch ildren to
nap with the whole group.
17. It is
to have the whole
g roup follow a precise daily
schedu le.

2

18. It is _ _ to have a private
space fo r ch il dren to play.

2

4

19. It is _ _ to have many
opportunities for active, large
m usc le play both ind oors and
outdoors.

4

20. It is
to take walks
with the children outside in
new environments.

4

21. It is
to have soft
place (e.g. pillows, foam mats)
for the children to ex plore.

4

22. It is _ _ to d isp lay th ings
above the children's eye leve l so
they \von 't hurt them selves.

2

Ex treme ly
Impo rtant
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Teache r Beliefs Survey
lnfantsffodd lers Version

Not at a ll
Important

to have books
23. It is
\Vh ere chi ldren can reach them.

Not Very
lmpo11ant

Fairly
Im portant

Very
Important

2

4

24. It is
to hold infants
while they arc using a bottle.
25. It is
to use small
ta bles to feed mobile infants
who can sit.
26. It is
to have similar
toys grouped together on a low,
open shelf.

2

4

27. It is _ _ to have sleeping
areas separate from active areas.

28. It is _ _ to have daily
com municat ion with chi ldren 's
fami lies.
to consult with
29. It is
family m-embers when maki ng
decisions about the care of the
ch il d.

2

to have one adult
30. It is
to three in fants or one adult to
s ix todd lers.

2

4

to limit chi ldren ' s
3 1. It is
express ions of saying "No!"

32 . It is

to fol low healt h

and safety procedures, such as
handwashing before and after
chang in g a diaper.

2

Ex tremel y
Important
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FOR TI-lE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, PLEASE THINK ABOUT HOW OFTEN C HI LDREN IN
YOUR CLASSROOM DO THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES.

Instructional Activit ies Survey
Infant/Toddler Vers ion
Please circle the number that best represent the average frequency of each activity.

A !most never

Rarely

(less than a month) (month ly)

Sometimes

Regul arly

Very
Often
(weekly) (2-4 time a week) (daily)

HOW OFTE DO CH ILDRE
IN YOUR CLASS:
I. Usc art materials

2

4

2

4

2. Have the ir attwork di splayed
in their classroom

3. Exp lore thin gs like water and

sand
4

4. Go outside
5. Take walks outside

6. Have books read

2

4

7. Sing and/or listen to music

2

4

2

4

2

4

8. Color, cut, and paste
pre-drawn forms such as
colori ng books

9. Se lec t toys by themselves
I 0. Get placed in time-out
(such as isolation in a bed or
a cha ir)
II . Remain in the same place
for long periods of time.

4

12. Play with battery powered or
wind up toys.
13. Do fin gerplays and hear
simple stories
14. Watch tel evision

2

4
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Instructional Activities Survey
Jnfantffoddler Version
Please circle the number that best represent the average frequency of each activity.

Almost never

Rarely

(less than a month) (monthly)

Sometimes

Regularly

Vel)'
Often
(weekly) (2-4 time a week) (daily)

HOW OFTEN DO CH ILDREN
IN YOUR CLASS:
15 . Use balls inside

2

4

16. Use climbing equ ipment
inside

2

4

17. Have enough time to
complete an activity at their
own pace

2

4

18. Eat sugary foods as treats

19. C limb on tables or shelves

2

20. Follow a strict tim e schedu le

2

2 1. Interact with children with
special needs

2

22. Have a specific group time

4

4

lead by the teacher
4

24. Do "messy" art activities
25. Stay with the same caregiver

2

al l day
26. Participate in pretend play
with a variety of sa fe household
items
27. Have books with people of
different ages, racial and cutural
grou ps, family types, occupations,
and abilities

4
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Appendi x C. Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey: Infants
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Teacher Beliefs Survey
In fants Ve rsion (Birth to 18 Months)

Recognizing that some things in child care programs are required by externa l sources, what are YOUR
OWN P ERSONAL BELI EFS about infantftodd ler programs? Please circ le th e number that most
nea rly represe nts YOUR BELIEFS about each item 's importance for in fant/todd ler care.
(I ~ Not at all important; 5 ~ Extremely important)

Not at all
Important

2. It is _ _ for every child to

Not Very
Impo rtant

2

Fairly
Important

Very
Extreme ly
Im portant Important

4

form a one-to-one relationship
with a caregiver.
3. It is _ _ for a caregiver to

4

be wa nn , nuturing, responsive,
and supporti ve.
4. It

4

is _ _ for a caregiver to have

interacti ons with th e child
thro ugho ut th e day.

4

5. It is _ _ for a careg iver to

describe her actions during
routine care such as diapering.
6. It is _ _ for a caregiver to

2

4

2

4

observe and comment on th e
child 's activ ities.
7. It is _ _ for a caregiver
to quickly complete rout ine
acti viti es.

8. It is _ _ to ta lk, sin g,

and read to infants.
9. It is _ _ to greet each
child and th e ir fam ilies each
morning.
I 0. It is

cry, for them

to allow infant s to
to

become

independ ent
II . It is

4

to know

ind ividual feeding and
sleeping sc hed ules.
12. It is
to ensure ch ildren
treat each other gently.

2

4
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Teacher Beliefs Survey
In fant s Version (Bi rth to 18 Month s)

Not at all
Important

Not Very
Important

Fairly
Important

Very
Important

13. It is _ _ for th e caregiver to
hand le stress in a ca lm manner, as
a model for the child ren.

4

14 . It is
to model
positive an itudes about children 's

4

bod ies and bodi ly function s.
15. It is
to listen and
respond to ch ildren 's beginning
sounds and wo rds.

2

16. It is
to follow a
dai ly sched ule.

2

17. It is

to have many

4

4

opportun ities for active, large
musc le play both indoors
and outdoors.
18. It is
to have so ft places
for the children to explore.

2

19. It is _ _ to di splay thin gs
above the children' s eye level so

4

4

th ey won ' t hurt them se lves.

20. It is
to have books
where children can reach them.

4

2 1. It is

to ha ve similar
toys grouped together on a
low, open shelf.
4

22. It is
to hold infants
whi le they are usin g a bottle.
23. It is

to use small
tab les to feed mobile infants
who can sit.

2

4

24. It is _ _ to have sleeping
areas separate from active areas.

2

4

25 . It is _ _ to have daily

2

4

communication wi th ch ildren's

families.

Ex tremely
Important
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Teac her Be liefs Survey
In fants Vers ion (Birth to 18 Months)
Not at all
Important

Not Very
Im portant

Fairly
Impo rtant

Very
Im portant

4

26. It is
to know that
children's family members are

the primary source of affection
and care.

27. It is

to consult wi th

2

family members when making
decisions about the care of the
child.

28. It is
to have low
ad ul t/child ratios(I adult to 3 infants)
to follow hea lth
29. It is
and safety procedures, such as
handwashing before and after
chaning a diaper.

2

4

Ex trem e ly
Important
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FOR THE FOLLOW ! G QUESTIONS, PLEASE THI NK ABOUT HOW OFTEN CH ILDREN I
YOUR CLASSROOM DO T HE FOLLOWING ACTIVIT IES.

Instructional Act ivities Survey
In fa nts Vers ion (B irth to 18 Month s)
Please ci rc le the num ber th at best represent s th e average freq uency of eac h activ ity.

Almost never
Rarely
Somet imes Regularly
Very
Often
(less than a month) (mont hl y) (weekl y) (2-4 time a week) (da il y)

HOW OFTEN DO CHI LDREN
IN YOUR CLASS:

4

I. Go o ut side

2. Take wa lks outside

2

3. Have books read

2

4. Sing and/or li sten to music

2
4

5. Select toys by th emselves

6. Get placed in time-out

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

(such as isolat ion in a bed or
a chair)
7. Remain in the same place

for long periods of tim e.
8. Pl ay w ith battery powered or

w ind up toys.
9. Do fin gerplays and hear
simple stories
4

10. Use balls inside
I I . Usc climbing equipm ent

2

inside
4

12. Have enough time to
comple te an acti vi ty at th eir
own pace

4

13. Eat sugary foods as treats
14. Fol low a stri ct time schedule
15. Stay with the sam e caregiver
a ll day

2

4

4
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lnstmctional Acti vities Survey
In fants Vers ion (Birth to 18 Months)
Please circle the number that best represents the average fTequcncy of each acti vity.

Almost never

Rarely

Sometimes

Regularly

Very
Often
(less than a month) (monthl y) (week ly) (2-4 time a week) (dai ly)

HOW OFTEN 00 CH ILDR EN
IN YOUR CLASS:
16. Participate in pretend play
with a variety of safe househo ld
items

2

17. Have books with people of
different ages, racial and cutura!
groups, family types, occupations,
and abilities

2

4
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Appendix D. Teacher Beli efs and Practices Survey: Toddlers
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Teacher Beliefs Survery
Todd lers Version ( 16 to 36 Mon ths)
Recogn izing that some things in child care programs are required by outside sources, what are YO UR
OWN PERSONAL BELI EFS abou t infant/toddler programs? Please circle the number that most
nea rl y re presents YO UR BE LIE FS about each item's im portance for infant/todd ler care.
(I = Not at all impo rtant; 5 = Extremel y important)

Not at all
Important

2. It is _ _ fo r every ch ild to

Not Very
Importa nt

Fairly

Very

Important

Ex tre mely
Important Importa nt

2

4

2

4

form a one~to-one re lat ionship

with a caregiver.
3. It is _ _ for a caregiver to

be wann, nuturi ng, responsive,
and supportive.
4. It is
for a caregiver to
describe her actions during
routine care such as diapering.
5. It is

for a Caregiver to

quickl y Complete ro utine
acti vi ties

4

6. It is
to talk, sing, and
read to infan ts/toddle rs.
7. It is
to greet each child
and his/her family each morning.

2

8. It is
to ensure children
treat eac h other gently.

2

4

I 0. It is
to Iis ten and
respond to children's beginning
sounds and words.

2

4

II. It is _ _ to ask fam ily
members what sounds and words
th eir ch ildren are using.

2

4

12. It is
share.

2

4

9. It is

to mode l

accepting attitudes about children 's

bod ies and bod ily functions.

for children to

13. It is
for children to
nap with the who le grou p.

4

14. It is
to
follow a da ily schedule.

4
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Teacher Beliefs Survety
Toddler Version ( 16 to 36 Months)
Not at all
Important

Not Very
Important

Fairly
Very
lmpot1ant

Extremely
Important

Important

15. It is _ _ to have a private
space for children to play.
16. It is _ _ to have many
opportunities for active, large
mu scle play bot h indoors and
outdoors.
4

17. It is
to take walks
wit h the ch ildren outside in
new env ironment s.

18. It is _ _ to di splay things
above the chi ldren ' s eye level so

2

they won' t hurt themselves.

19. It is
to have books
where children can reach them .

2

20. It is

to have similar
toys grouped togeth er on a low,
open s helf.

2 1. It is _ _ to have daily
com munication wit h children ' s
fam il ies.
22 . It is
to know that
ch il dren's fami ly are the
prim ary source of affection
and care.

2

4

23. It is
to consult with
fa mi ly members when making
dec isions about the care of th e
c hi ld.
24 . It is
to have low
ad ul t/child rat ios( I ad ul t to 6 todd lers.)

to limit children's
25. It is
expressions of saying "No!"
to fo ll ow health
26. It is
and safet y procedures, such as
handwashing before and after
changing a diaper.

4
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FOR THE FOLLOWING QU ESTIONS, PLEASE T HINK ABOUT HOW OFTEN C HILDREN IN
YOUR C LA SSROOM DO TI-lE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES.

Instru cti onal Activiti es Survey
Todd lers Version
Please circle the number that best represent th e average freque ncy of each activity.

Almost never

Rarely

Sometimes

Regularly

Very
Often
( less than a month) (month ly) (wee kl y) (2-4 time a week) (da il y)
HOW OFTEN DO CHIL DREN
IN YOUR C LA SS:

I. Use art materials

2

4

2. 1-Iave th eir artwo rk di splayed
in their classroom

2

4

3. Explore things like water & sand

2

4

4. Go outside

2

4

5. Take walks outside

2

4

6. Have books read

2

7. Sing and/or listen to music
8. Co lor, c ut, and paste

pre-drawn fonns such as
coloring books

4

9. Select toys by th emselves
I 0. Get placed in time-out

(such as isolation in a bed or
a cha ir)
I I. Play with batt ery powered or
wind up toys.

2

12. Do fin ge rpl ays and hea r

2

4

simple SlOries
4

13. Use balls inside
14 . Use c li mbin g equipment

inside
15. I-I ave eno ugh tim e to
complete an activity at their
own pace.

2
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Instructional Activities Survey
Toddler Version
Please circle the number that best represents th e average frequency of each activ ity

A lmost never

Rarely

Sometimes

Regularl y

Very
Often
( less th an a month) (monthly) (weekly) (2-4 tim e a week) (daily)

HOW OFTEN DO CHI LDR EN
IN YOUR CLASS:
16. Eat sugary foods as treats
17. Climb on tables or she lves

4

2

4

18. Follow a strict time sched ule
19. Interact with children with
special needs

2

4

4

20. Have a specific group tim e
lead by the teach er

2 1. Use edible and tasty

4

2

4

2

4

fingerpaint s or play dou gh

22. Do "messy" art activiti es

4

23. Stay with the same caregiver
a ll day

24. Part icipate in pretend play
with a variety of sa fe household
items
25. Have books with peo ple of
different ages, rac ial and cutural
groups, fami ly types, occupations,
and ab ilities

2

4
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Appendix E. Informed Consent Letter and Form
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lnfonned Co nse nt
Title of Study: Student Teachers' of Infants and Toddlers
Beliefs about Developmen tally Appropriate Practice

October 18, 2002
Dear Student Teacher,
I am work ing on my master's degree in Family and Human Development. I am
interested in finding ways to teach students about effectively implementing
Developmentally Appropriate Practice {DAP). I would like to find out about your bel iefs about
teachi ng and the specific things you do in your classroom.
If you agree to panicipate in this study, you will be asked to complete a
questionnaire before and after com pleting your practicum experiences. The questionnaire
consists of two pans. The first section will ask you to respond to statement s reflective your
beli efs about what early chi ldh ood programs sho uld entail. Second, you will be asked to
assesses your beliefs about the frequency of activities within the early childh ood classroom. It
will take no more than I 5 minutes to complete the questionnaire.
All information ga ined in thi s study w ill be kept confidential. There will be code
numbers instead of names used on fom1s. The data will be kept in a locked cabinet in a locked
room. There are no risks by parti cipating in thi s study and you may withdraw at anytim e
w ith out penalty. A possible benefit will be \eaming more about Developmentally Appropriate
Practice.
You have been given two cop ies of this lnfonned Consent. Please sign both cop ies
a nd keep one copy for you r files. If you have any questions , please fCel free to contact me or
my advi sor, Dr. Shell ey Lindauer.
Sincerely,

Kaelin Olsen
M.S. Candidate
435-797-1525

Shell ey L. Knudsen Lindauer, Ph.D.
Professor
435-797-1532

I have read the information abo ut th e study and would like to participate. I understand
that I will fill out a questionnaire prior to th e practicum experience and another upon
completion of the practicum . This wi ll take no more than fifteen minute s. If! choose to do so,
I may w ithdraw from the study at any t ime without penalty.

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Please send me the results of this study w hen com pleted:
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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lnf01med Consent
Title of Study: Student Teachers ' of Infants and Toddlers
Beliefs about Developmentally Appropriate Practice

Dale Created

Introduct ion
Purpose

l>roced urcs

October 18, 2002
Dear Student Teacher,
I am workin g on my master's degree in Family and Human Deve lopm ent.
am interested in finding ways to teach students about effectively implementing
Developmentally Appropri ate Practice (DAP). I wou ld like to find out about you r
beliefs about teaching and the specific things yo u do in your classroom .
If you agree to participate in this study, you wi ll be asked to complete a
questionnaire before and aft er completing your practicum experi ences. The
questionnaire consists of two parts. The first section wi ll as k you to respond to

Ri sks
lJcncfits

statements ren ective your be liefs about what ea rl y childhood programs should en tail.
Second, you will be asked to assesses your beliefs about th e frequency of activities
within the early childhood classroom . It will take no more than 15 minutes 10
complete th e qu es ti onnaire.
All information gai ned in th is study will be kept confidential. There will be
code numbers in stead of names used on form s. The data will be kept in a locked
cabinet in a locked room. There are no risks by participating in this study and yo u
may wi thdraw at anytime without penalty. A possible benefit \Vill be learnin g more
about Deve lopmentally Appropriate Practice.

Questions

You have been given two copies of this Informed Consent. Please sign both
copies and keep one copy for your files. Ifyou have any questions. please feel free to
contact me or my advisor, Dr. Shelley Lindauer.
Sincerely,

Kae lin Olsen
M.S. Candidate
435-797-1 525

Shelley L. Knudse n Lindauer, Ph.D.
Professor
435-797- 1532

I have read th e information about the study and would li ke to partici pa1e. I
und erstand that 1 will fill out a questionn ai re prior to the practicum ex perience and
another upon completion oft he practicum. This will take no more than fifteen
minutes. If I choose to do so, I may withd raw from the st udy at any time without
penally,

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please send me the results of th is study when completed:
Na me:
Addres_s_:- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Appendix F. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests for Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey:
Infants and Todd lers
Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey: Infants
Teacher Beliefs and Practices Survey: Toddlers Infant
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WILCOXON SIGNED RANKS TEST

The exploratory nature of this study warranted further stati stical anal yses of the
low I test scores. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tests were run to determine if there were
statistically significant differences for individual item on the pre- and posttests. The
results for each measure are listed in Table 13.
Results anal yzing the Infants and Toddlers Beliefs measure showed 15 of the 27
items were statisticall y significantly different between pre- and posttest (see Table 14).

Table 13
Number ofitems on Measures That Were Statistically Significantly Different Between
Pretest and Posllesl

Measure
Beliefs

Experiences

* p.::; .01.

Frequency* /Possible

Percentage

13/(32)

40.6

Infants

8/(29)

27.5

Toddlers

0/(26)

0.0

17/(27)

62.9

Infan ts

9/(1 7)

52.9

Toddlers

3/(25)

20.0

Infants/Toddlers

Infants/Todd lers
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Table 14
]/ems on !he lnfan!s!Toddlers Belief;· Measure Thai Were Slalislically Significanlly
Differenl Be/ween Pre- and Posllesl

N

z

p

4. It is _ _ for a caregiver to describe her actions
during routine care such as diapering.

95

-5.47

.000•

5. It is _ _ for a caregiver to observe and talk
with the child about hi s or her acti vities.

95

-3.99

.ooo•

8. It is _ _ to allow infants to cry, fo r them to
become independent.

95

-3.33

.001 b

12. lt is _ __ to model accepting attitudes about
children ' s bodi es and bodily functions.

95

-3.61

.ooo•

13. It is _ _ to listen and respond to children' s
beginning sounds and words.

95

-2.94

.003•

18. It is _ _ to have private space for children to
play.

95

-2 .65

.008•

19. 1t is _ _ to have many opportun ities for
acti ve, large muscle play both indoo rs and out.

95

-4.75

.ooo•

20. It is
to take walks with the children
outside in new environments.

95

-4.21

.ooo•

2 1. It is _ _ to have soft place (e.g. pillows,
foam mats) for the children to explo re.

95

-3 .57

.ooo•

to have books where children can

95

-2.82

.oos•

25 . It is
to use small tables to feed mobil e
infants who can sit.

95

-5.76

.000•

26. It is _ _ to have similar toys grouped
together on a low, open shelf.

95

-4.46

.ooo•

to limi t ch ildren 's
3 1. It is
expressions of say ing " No" .

95

-3.49

.ooo•

Pa ired Items

23 . It is
reach them.

a l tems Which Increased Between Pre- and Posttest
b Items Which Decreased Between Pre- and Posttest
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Items that were statistically significantly different related to large motor development
and gai ning autonomy, to language development, to specific behaviors, such as crying
and toilet training, and to setting the environm ent for infants.
Co mpari sons were made between pre- and posttest respo nses on the Beliefs
section of the Infants Measure. Of29 items, 8 were stati stically sign ificantly different
between pre- and posttest. These items address issues such as language development,
infant development like motor growth and crying, and setting the environment for
infants (see Table 15). Wilcoxon Si gned Ranks Tests run on the Toddlers Beliefs
secti on showed no items to be stati stica ll y significantly different between the pre- and
posttest (see Table 13).
Wil coxon 's test were then run for the Ex periences section on the Infants and
Todd lers measure, the Infants measure, and the Todd lers measure. On the In fants and
Toddlers version, 17 of27 items were stati stically significantly di ffe rent between the
pre- and posttest. There were 9 of 17 items that were stati stically significantly
different between the pre- and posttest on the In fan ts measure. The Toddlers
instrument showed the least amount of items which were statistically significantl y
different between the pre- and posttest with 3 of 25 (see Table 13). The stati sti cally
significantly different items for Experiences on the Infants and Toddlers version are
found in Table 16. In fants Experiences items are found on Table 17, and the Todd lers
Experiences item s in Table 18.
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Table 15
Items on the Infants Beliefs Measure That Were Statistically Significan tly Different
Between Pre- and Pos/lest

N

z

p

5. lt is _ _ for a caregiver to describe
her actions during routine care such as
diapering.

79

-5.53

.ooo•

6. It is _ _ _ for a caregiver to observe
and conunent on the child 's activities.

79

-3. 52

.ooo•

I 0. It is _ _ _ to allow infan ts to cry, fo r
them to become independent.

79

-3.55

.OOOb

17. It is _ _ to have many
opportunities for acti ve, large muscle pl ay
both indoors and outdoors.

79

-5.22

.000•

18. It is _ _ to have so ft places fo r the
ch ildren to explore.

79

-4.39

.000•

to have books where
20. It is
children can reach them.

79

-2.88

.004"

2 1. It is _ _ to ha ve similar toys
grouped together on a low, open shelf.

79

-3.39

.001 "

to use small tab les to feed
23. It is
mobile infants who can sit.

79

-3.98

.ooo•

Paired Item

a Items Wh ich Increased Between Pre- and Posttest
b Items Which Decreased Between Pre- and Posttest
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Table 16
I! ems on the Infants/Toddlers txperiences Measure That Were Statistically Significantly
Dilferem Between Pre- and Post test
N

z

p

2. Have their artwork displayed in their
classroom.

95

-6. 16

.OOOb

3. Explore things like water & sand.

95

-7.06

.oooa
.OOOb

Paired items

5. Take walks outside.

95

-3.72

6. Have books read.

95

-3.44

.OOJ b

8. Co lor, cut, and paste pre-drawn forms
such as coloring books.

95

-4.93

.OOOb

9. Select toys by themselves.

95

-2.84

.004"

I 0. Get placed in time-out (such as
isolation in a bed or a chair).

95

-6.35

.OOOb

12. Play with battery powered or wind up
toy s.

95

-5.63

.OOOb

13. Do fingcrplays and hear simple stories.

95

-4.06

.OOOb

14. Watch television.

95

-4.99

.OOOb

16. Use climbing equipment inside.

95

-4.39

.oooa

17. Have enough time to compl ete an
acti vity at their own pace.

95

-2.92

.004"

18. Eat sugary foods as treats.

95

-4.79

.OOOb

2 1. Interact with ch ildren with special
needs.

95

-6. 23

.OOOb

22. Have a specific group time lead by the
teacher.

95

-4.03

.oooa

25. Stay with the same caregiver all day.

95

-2.56

.OJOb

26. Participate in pretend play wi th a
va riety of safe household items.

95

-3.72

.oooa

a Items Which Increased Between Pre- and Posttest
b Items Which Decreased Between Pre- and Posttest
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Table 17
Items on the Infants Experiences Measure That Were Statistically Significantly
Different Between Pre- and Poslfest

N

z

fJ

5. Select toys by themselves.

79

-4.28

.000•

6. Get placed in time-out (such as isolation
in a bed or a chair).

79

-6.22

.OOOb

8. Play with battery powered or wind up
toys.

79

-4.79

.OOOb

9. Do fi ngerplays and hear sim ple stories.

79

-3.49

.OOOb

Paired Items

I I. Use climging equipment inside.

79

-3.0 1

.003•

12. Have enough time to complete an
acti vity at thei r own pace.

79

-4.03

.000•

13. Eat sugary foods as treats.

79

-4. 15

.OOOb

15. Stay with the same caregiver all day.

79

-2.58

.OOOb

16. Participate in pretend play with a
variety of safe household items.

79

-2.98

.003•

a Items Which Increased Between Pre- and Posttest
b Items Which Decreased Between Pre- and Posttest

The informat ion obtained from the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test is critical fo r
future revis ions of the instruments. The questionnaires are still in the pil ot stage of
development. Therefore, data are still being collected to establi sh reliability and
va lidity. Thi s specific Wilcoxo n information with item by item stati stical co mpari son
between pretest and posttest can help Burts and Sciaraffa eliminate error vari ance as
they exam ine each item and the specific wording.
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Table 18
Items on the Toddlers Experiences Measure That Were Statistically Sign(ficantly
Different Between Pre- and Posllest
Paired Items

a
b

N

z

p

II . Play with battery powered or wind up
toys.

16

-3.14

.002b

14. Use climbing equipment inside.

16

-3.25

.Oo Ja

2 1. Use edible and tasty fin gerpaints or
playdough .

16

-3.28

.OOJb

Items Which Increased Between Pre- and Posttest
Ite ms Which Decreased Between Pre- and PosHest

